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1986-1987 ROSTER
NAME
Ron Barnes
Craig Conlin
Terence Jackson
Bob Johnson
Gary Jones
Larry Koretz
Eric Lee
Tim Legler
Ken Palczewski
Len Robinson
Lionel Simmons
Rich Tarr
Marvin Woods*
(*eligible as of second semester)
CLASS POS. HT. WT.
SR c 6-8 220
SO C/F 6-6 225
JR G 5-8 155
FR F 6-5 160
SR G 6-2 185
SR F 6-7 225
JR C/F 6-7 200
JR G/F 6-4 200
JR F 6-7 225
SO G 6-1 175
FR F 6-6 205
JR G 6-0 170
SO F/G 6-4 195
HIGH SCHOOL/HOMETOWN
Wingate (Brooklyn, NY)/Kenbridge, VA
La Salle/North Hills, PA
Radnor (PA)/Trenton, NJ
South Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA
Pennsbury/Morrisville, PA
G.A.R. Memorial/Wilkes-Barre, PA
Cherry Hill West/Cherry Hill, NJ
J.R. Tucker/Richmond, VA
Colonia/Avenal, NJ
Upper Dublin/North Hills, PA
South Philadelphia/Philadelphia, PA
Shamokin/Shamokin, PA
Aliquippa/Aliquippa, PA
HEAD COACH: Bill (Speedy) Morris
ASSISTANTS: Fran Dunphy, Joe Mihalich, Sam Rines, Tom Conroy, Rich Prendergast
MANAGERS: Mike Watkins, Perry Engard, Paul Graham
TRAINER: Dan Eck
11 Terence Jackson
14 Rich Tarr
20 Bob Johnson
22 Lionel Simmons
NUMERICAL ROSTER
23 Len Robinson
24 Ron Barnes
25 Gary Jones
31 Eric Lee
35 Tim Legler
42 Craig Conlin
44 Larry Koretz
51 Ken Palczewski
1986-87 LA SALLE EXPLORERS
(FRONT): Terence Jackson, Leonard Robinson, Ron Barnes, Larry Koretz (Captain), Gary Jones, Marvin Woods, Rich Tarr, Head
Coach Speedy Morris.
(BACK): Managers Perry Engard, Paul Graham, Mike Watkins; Tim Legler, Craig Conlin, Lionel Simmons, Eric Lee, Ken Palczewski,
Bob Johnson, Assistant Coaches Tom Conroy, Joe Mihalich, Fran Dunphy, Sam Rines.
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LA SALLE UNIVERSITY
On May 24, 1984 the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
officially granted University status to La Salle College.
The name La Salle University may take some time getting
used to, but the institution will continue to serve the
community as it has since its founding in 1863.
"As our destiny is in our own hands, there is every reason to
be confident that we can retain and enhance our emphasis on
the excellent teaching of undergraduates and on the relaxed
accessibility of faculty and administrators to students," said
La Salle President Brother Patrick Ellis. "Class size, activities,
availability of computers and the like should not change
except for the better."
Founded by the Brothers of Christian Schools, La Salle is
named for St. John Baptist de La Salle, founder of the
Christian Brothers. The institution which began as a one-
building academy in center city Philadelphia is now a 78-
acre, 36-building campus in Philadelphia's Germantown sec-
tion.
The La Salle day and evening faculty numbers 212 with
degree programs offered in Arts, Science and Business. With
a student-faculty ratio of 1 6-to-1 and an average class size of
21, students can be assured of as much personal guidance as
needed from faculty members. This commitment to the
individual has always been a major tenet of the Christian
Brothers' goals for La Salle.
Among the major buildings on campus are the David Leo
Lawrence Memorial Library; the Roland Holroyd Science
Center with facilities for study and research in Biology,
Chemistry, Geology, Physics, and Psychology; the Olney
Hall classroom building; and the Student Union which
houses offices for most student activities and clubs and is the
main meeting place on campus.
The athletic department is housed in Hayman Hall. The
facility includes the 1700-seat Joseph Kirk Natatorium, three
regulation-sized basketball courts, a 12 laps/mile suspended
running track, weight training and exercise areas, a sauna,
squash courts and a medical training area.
La Salle students come from 200 public and private schools
in 30 states, and 20 countries. The dormitories house more
than 1 100 students in 1 1 residence halls and two apartment
complexes. More than 75% of the student body goes on to
graduate study, with more than 1000 degrees conferred
annually on day and evening division seniors.
La Salle students have been awarded 56 Fulbright grants
since 1970, a total exceeded by only one other institution in
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. According to a recent
survey, La Salle ranked in the top 6% nationally among pri-
vate undergraduate institutions originating Ph.D.'s (58th of
943 colleges and universities).
"I am certain that as a university, La Salle not only will con-
tinue, but expand, that tradition of excellence," said
Pennsylvania Governor Dick Thornburgh on granting
University Status to La Salle.
It is a tradition that is being renewed by La Salle University.
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PRESIDENT
BROTHER F. PATRICK ELLIS, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Brother Patrick Ellis was installed as President of La Salle Col-
lege on January 1, 1977 and now has the honor of leading La
Salle into a new era as a University.
A member of the Brothers of the Christian Schools since 1946,
Brother Patrick first joined the La Salle staff in 1 960 as a profes-
sor of English. He has been associated with La Salle since that
time, except for a term as principal of La Salle High School in
Miami, FL from 1962-1964. He returned to Philadelphia in 1964,
and was the Director of La Salle's Honors Program until 1969
when he was named Director of Development and Vice Presi-
dent of the Corporation.
A native of Baltimore, MD, Brother Patrick graduated from Cal-
vert Hall College High School in 1946, received an A. B. degree in
English from Catholic University in 1951, and earned his mas-
ter's degree and doctorate in English from the University of
Pennsylvania.
He first was assigned to the Philadelphia area in 1951 when he
joined the staff at West Catholic High School for Boys. In the
nine years he was there he served as Chairman of the English
Department and as Guidance Director.
Active in numerous national and local organizations, Brother
Patrick is a member of the Board of Trustees of Manhattan
College, St. Mary's College (Winona, MN), and St. John's Col-
lege High School (Washington, DC).
He is past chairman of the Board of Directors of the220-member
Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities; President of
the James A. Finnegan Foundation, which fosters state govern-
ment internships; and Chairman of Philadelphia's Campus
Boulevard Corporation, a cooperative organization of institu-
tions located adjacent to La Salle.
Brother Patrick is 1986-87 Chairman of the Pennsylvania Asso-
ciation of Colleges and Universities, and on the Boards of the
American Council of Education; the Greater Philadelphia First
Corporation; the Philadelphia Urban Affairs Partnership; the
Independence Hall Association; the Mayor's Commission on
the 21st Century; the Police Athletic League; the Salvation
Army; and Catholic Social Services of Philadelphia. He has
recently completed terms on the boards of the Afro-American
Historical Museum; the Community Leadership Seminar; and
the World Affairs Council.
Brother Patrick has authored numerous articles in educational
publications, and conducted a "How to Read Great Books"
series for the "University of the Air" on Philadelphia's WFIL-TV
in 1961 and 1965. A member of Phi Beta Kappa, he was president
of the Phi Beta Kappa Association of Philadelphia for two terms.
An avid devotee of the arts all his life, Brother Patrick has
performed in several productions over the years, the last being
"Knickerbocker Holiday" at La Salle's Summer Theater in 1971.
His sketches of local scenes frequently adorn his personal notes
and Christmas cards. He has sung the National Anthem at a
number of La Salle basketball games, and before several Phila-
delphia Phillies games at Veterans Stadium.
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS
BOB MULLEN
Bob Mullen, a successful coach and administrator at two
colleges, was named La Salle's fourth Director of Athletics on
July 28, 1986.
Mullen, 47, is a graduate of Northern Illinois University, with a
Bachelor of Science degree in History and a Master of
Science degree in Guidance and Counseling. His first head
coaching positions were at Galena (IL) High School, where
his basketball teams had a 189-59 overall record and won
seven straight conference championships. He was also Head
Coach of football (18-6 record), golf (three conference titles),
cross country and baseball.
In 1974 he was appointed Director of Athletics and Head
Coach of basketball and golf at Loras College in Dubuque,
IA. Both the basketball and golf teams reached NAIA finals
under his leadership. He also instituted a Division III football
program at Loras, and aided in planning and development of
both a civic arena and intramural center.
In 1981 Mullen was named Director of Athletics at the Univer-
sity of Southern Colorado in Pueblo, CO. Among his
accomplishments at USC were: European tours for both the
men's and women's basketball teams; promotion of an NAIA
first-round football playoff game which set a national record
for attendance; and initiation of a wrestling program which
ranked second in the NAIA after only three years as a varsity
sport. He also served as interim Director of Alumni Affairs for
one year due to his success in that area in relation to the
Athletic Department.
As a college coach, Mullen received NAIA District Coach-of-
the-Year laurels for both basketball and golf while at Loras
College, and had basketball teams visit and compete in 10
foreign countries.
An active administrator on the national level, Mullen is cur-
rently a voting delegate to the United States Olympic
Committee-United States Sports Council; was President of
the NAIA Athletic Directors Association; and is a Division II
College Representative to the Executive Committee of
NACDA.
Mullen and his wife Marcia have four children: daughter
Sherri is married with two daughters and lives in Dubuque,
I A; son Scott is a junior at Drake University; daughter Kelly is
a freshman at La Salle; and son Rob is a sophomore at
Springfield High School.
Bob Mullen succeeds Bill Bradshaw as Director of Intercolle-
giate Athletics and Recreation, and is the fourth man to hold
that position since World War II. Jim Henry was AD from
1941-1969. Jack Conboy followed him and remained in the
position until 1977, when he was succeeded by Bradshaw.
Bob Mullen, wife Marcia, daughter Kelly, sons Scott (left)
and Rob.
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HEAD COACH
BILL (SPEEDY) MORRIS
Speedy Morris and winning basketball teams have been syn-
onomous for nearly 20 years.
As Head Coach of Roman Catholic High School (14 years,
347 wins), William Penn CharterSchool (two years, 40 wins),
and La Salle's women's basketball team (two years, 43 wins),
Speedy Morris has become a legend in Philadelphia
basketball.
In August, 1984, after 16 seasons and 387 victories as a boys'
high school coach, La Salle offered Morris his first opportu-
nity to become Head Coach of a collegiate Division I team,
the Explorer women's team, which had an 11-18 record in
1983-84. Like every Speedy Morris team, La Salle's women
quickly became winners: a school-record 22 victories in
1984-85, 21 wins, a Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Championship and NCAA Tournament berth in 1985-86.
On March 21, 1986, Speedy Morris was appointed the 16th
Head Coach for La Salle men's basketball. "Mr. Morris has
proven himself an exceptional basketball coach throughout
his career," said Brother Patrick Ellis, President of La Salle.
"In his two years at La Salle, he has continued to be that, and
has shown that he is also an excellent teacher of young
people."
"Every basketball coach wants to become a head coach of a
Division I team," said Morris. "La Salle offered methatoppor-
tunity two years ago by asking me to coach the women's
team, and has now offered me a second opportunity. I appre-
ciate this faith in my abilities, and I will work as hard as I
always have to continue the La Salle tradition of great
basketball."
Morris, a 1960 graduate of Roman Catholic High School,
began his coaching career at his alma mater in 1967. In 14
seasons, his teams had a record of 347-82, won six Philadel-
phia Catholic League championships, one Philadelphia City
Championship, two National CatholicTournament titles, and
four times won better than 30 games in one season.
In 1983 and 1984, his William Penn Charter teams won 40 of
54 games, and an Interacademic League championship in
1984. That broughtSpeedy Morris' career high school coach-
ing record to 387-96, an average of better than 24 wins per
season.
His two La Salle women's teams set a total of 13 team or
individual school records, with three 1986 seniors surpassing
the 1000 career point plateau last season. With his appoint-
ment to become Head Men's Basketball Coach, Speedy Mor-
ris, 43, added another line to the legend. ..first Head Coach to
move from a women's Division I basketball team to a men's
Division I basketball team.
A native of Philadelphia, Morris and his wife Mimi reside in
Manayunk, with their four children, Keith, Brian, Margaret
Mary and Christopher.
Speedy Morris' Career Record
1967-81 Roman Catholic High School
1982-84 William Penn Charter School
1984-86 La Salle University (Women)
w L Pet.
347 82 .809
40 14 .741
43 17 .717
430 113 .792

COACHING STAFF
JOE MIHALICH
Joe Mihalich, a 1978 graduate of La Salle College, enters his
sixth season as an assistant at his alma mater.
Mihalich was a four-year letterman for the Explorers playing
under Coach Paul Westhead. He co-captained the 1978
Explorer NCAA Tournament team and was voted the team's
"Most Dedicated Player" that season.
Mihalich returned to La Salle in 1981 aftera successful stintat
DeMatha High School, a perennial power in the Washington,
D.C. area. At DeMatha, he worked under Morgan Wootten,
the dean of high school coaches, for three seasons. As head
coach of DeMatha's JV squad, Mihalich had a 39-5 record.
The 30-year-old Mihalich is pursuing a master's degree in
athletic administration at Temple University. In addition to
his coaching duties at La Salle, he is also a part-time faculty
member in the college's Mathematics department.
Joe and his wife Mary reside in Philadelphia.
FRAN DUNPHY
Fran Dunphy returned to his alma mater as an assistant
coach in 1985 after five seasons on the staff at American
University. Co-Captain of the 1969-70 Explorers, Dunphy
scored 485 points that season (18.6 per game), second to
All-American Ken Durrett on a 14-12 team coached by Paul
Westhead. He led the team with 113 assists, and totaled 611
points in three varsity seasons.
Following graduation, the 38-year-old Dunphy was a part-
time assistant coach at Army for one season, and later was
head coach at Malvern Prep for four seasons, winning the
Philadelphia Interacademic League championship in 1976
and 1977.
Fran has a degree in Marketing from La Salle, and earned a
master's degree in Counseling from Villanova University in
1979. He and his wife Marie live in Villanova, PA, with their
son John Patrick, born on June 3, 1986.
SAM RINES
Sam Rines enters his seventh season as a part-time assistant.
Rines had been assistant basketball coach at Abington High
School in suburban Philadelphia before accepting the posi-
tion at La Salle. He has also served as director and supervisor
of the Abington Township Recreational Basketball Program
since 1975.
A 1968 graduate of Cheyney State College, the 42-year-old
Rines also holds a master's degree from Beaver College.
Sam and his wife Fannie Elizabeth reside in North Hills, PA
with their three children, Donna, a sophomore at La Salle,
Charlezetta and Samuel, II.
COACHING STAFF
TOM CONROY
Tom (Doc) Conroy is the rookie member of the coaching
staff, serving as a graduate assistant while studying for his
M.B.A. degree in La Salle's School of Business.
A native of Philadelphia (Father Judge High School), Conroy
is a 1986 graduate of Wheeling (WV) College (B.S., Business
Administration). As a four-year basketball starter, he set a
school career assists record, and scored 1324 points, 5th
highest all-time at Wheeling. He was an NAIA Honorable
Mention Ail-American last season, and captained the
Cardinals for three seasons.
Doc, 22, lives in Northeast Philadelphia.
RICH PRENDERGAST
A 1960 La Salle graduate, Rich Prendergast was a volunteer
assistant coach with Speedy Morris' women's team during
the last two years, and now assumes similar duties with the
men's team. Like Morris, he is a veteran coach of the Philadel-
phia CYO and Catholic League high school system. Before
joining the La Salle staff he had coached the women's basket-
ball team at Hallahan High School to two Catholic League
playoff appearances in four seasons.
Last May, Rich was presented the Mary S. O'Connor Loyalty
Award for dedication and service to La Salle's women's inter-
collegiate athletic programs.
Rich resides in Yardley, PA.
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LARRY KORETZ
SENIOR FORWARD • 67" • 225 LBS.
G.A.R. MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL
WILKES-BARRE. PA
MAJOR AT LA SALLE: COMMUNICATIONS
CAPTAIN. ..Larry Koretz became the 27th player in
La Salle history to surpass 1000 points in his career in
the final game of last season. ..He finished the season
with 1002 points, and could finish hiscareeramong the
top 10 all-time scorers at La Salle. ..He has started all 87
games he has played at La Salle. ..He has averaged
betterthan 5 rebounds pergame in each of the lasttwo
seasons. ..Larry has scored in double figures in 56 col-
legiate games. ..Suffered a broken nose at the start of
pre-season practice, but will not miss any time during
the regular season...One of eight children, Larry has
six older sisters, one youngerbrother...Hishigh school
coach was John Hopkins.
Junior Season: A double-figure scorer in 21 games,
Larry was the MAAC Player-of-the-Week for
December 1...Was second on the team in scoring (370
pts., 13.2), rebounds (142, 5.1). ..Named to the all-
tournament team at the Jostens Classic, scoring 38
points in two games. ..Scored points in loss at Ford-
ham, only time in collegiate career he has failed to
score.
Sophomore Season: Larry scored in double figures in
18 games, over 20 twice. ..He had 4 or more rebounds in
19 games, notable improvement overhisfreshman sea-
son. ..Second on team: rebounds (147, 5.3), assists (66,
2.4)
Freshman Season: His total of 334 pts. was fourth best
by a La Salle freshman, behind Tom Gola, Michael
Brooks, Steve Black. ..He scored in doublefiguresin 17
games, over 20 in 3.
GP-GS FGM-FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. REB AVG. AST PTS AVG
1985-86 28-28 149-312 47.8 72-96 75.0 142 5.1 45 370 13.2
1984-85 28-28 121-290 41.7 56-84 66.7 147 5.3 66 298 10.6
1983-84 31-31 145-308 44.5 44-77 77.2 101 3.3 61 334 10.8
CAREER 87-87 415-910 45.6 172-237 72.6 390 4.5 172 1002 11.5
MAAC-86 15-15 66-144 45.8 26-35 74.3 67 4.5 27 158 10.5
CAREER 47-47 212-470 45.1 79-112 70.5 213 4.5 96 503 10.7
Big 5-86 4-4 30-57 52.6 8-15 53.3 24 6.0 4 68 17.0
CAREER 12-12 61-132 50.0 20-34 58.8 44 3.7 25 142 118
CAREER HIGHS
POINTS: 27, vs. Monmouth (Palestra, 1986)
REBOUNDS: 14, vs. Brigham Young (Apple Invitational
ASSISTS: 7, at lona (1984)
1985)
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GARY JONES
SENIOR GUARD • 6'2" • 185 LBS.
PENNSBURY HIGH SCHOOL
MORRISVILLE, PA
MAJOR AT LA SALLE: FINANCE/MANAGEMENT
Gary Jones is playing his senior season, after knee
surgery limited him to one game in 1984-85. ..A top
defensive player, he and Dallas Philson were inserted
as a backcourt pair to make things happen during the
latter games of last season. ..Gary was second on the
team in assists as a freshman, sophomore.. .A top all-
around athlete, he was an all-state performer in basket-
ball and track (hurdles) in high school. ..He is a cousin
of NFL defensive lineman Gary Jeter.. .Gary will gradu-
ate in December.. .He has two older brothers, one
younger brother. ..His high school coach was Ed
Cochrane.
Junior Season: Gary did not start any games, but
played in 24 of 28. ..He was still hampered by knee
injury of previous season, had arthroscopic surgery in
September prior to season. ..Co-Captain of the team
with Chip Greenberg.
Sophomore Season: A starter in five games late in the
season, Gary scored a career high of 13pts. in a Pales-
tra win over Fairfield...Second on the team in assists
(68).
Freshman Season: A starter in his first six collegiate
games, Gary started a total of 13 games. ..Second on
the team in assists (59).
GP-GS FGM-FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. REB AVG. AST PTS AVG
1985-86 24-0 11-29 37.9 10-17 58.8 33 1.4 40 32 2.3
1984-85 1-0 0-2 00.0 1-4 25.0 6 6.0 1 1 1.0
1983-84 31-5 17-51 33.3 18-41 43.9 66 2.1 68 52 1.7
1982-83 32-13 15-37 36.4 13-31 43.1 53 1.7 59 43 1.3
CAREER 88-18 43-119 36.1 42-93 45.2 158 1.8 168 128 1.5
MAAC-86 15-0 9-23 39.1 4-7 57.1 23 1.6 22 22 1.6
CAREER 32-3 22-48 45.8 14-28 50.0 54 1.7 58 58 1.8
BIG 5-86 3-0 1-3 33.3 3-4 75.0 5 1.7 9 5 1.7
CAREER 11-2 4-14 28.6 13-20 65.0 25 2.3 31 21 1.9
CAREER HIGHS
POINTS: 13, vs. Fairfield (Palestra, 1984)
REBOUNDS: 7, at Maryland (1984)
ASSISTS: 5, 5 games (1984, last vs. lona, Palestra)
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RON BARNES
SENIOR CENTER • 6'8" • 220 LRS.
WINGATE (BROOKLYN. NY) HIGH SCHOOL
INDEPENDENCE (KS) JUNIOR COLLEGE
KENBRIDGE, VA
MAJOR AT LA SALLE: HISTORY/EDUCATION
A starter for the first 21 games of last season, Ron
Barnes lived up to his reputation for being an excep-
tional shot blocker. ..His 57 blocks set a school one-
season record, and also led the MAAC at 2.0 per
game. ..He set a career record for blocked shots at
Independence JC, and led New York City high school
players in that statistic as a senior at Wingate High
School. ..His teams at Independence were a combined
58-14 in two years, losing in the National JC Cham-
pionship game during his first year.. .He has two
younger brothers, one older sister. ..Ron's high school
coach was Mel Goldstein; his coach at Independence
was Bob Kivisto.
Junior Season: After starting 21 straight games, he was
replaced by Craig Conlin in the lineup. ..Despite the
demotion, Ron averaged 3.3 points, 3.4 rebounds, with
9 blocked shots off the bench in the last seven games of
the season. ..Also set what's believed to be a La Salle
single-game record with 7 blocked shots against
Bowling Green in the third place game of the Jostens
Classic. ..Played outstanding defensive game at Louis-
ville, with 5 steals, 4 blocks in 22 minutes. ..Scored in
double figures once last season, 13 points against
Niagara in Hayman Hall.
1985-86
GP-GS
28-21
FGM-FGA
42-83
PCT.
50.6
FTM-FTA
11-14
PCT.
78.6
REB
101
AVG.
3.6
AST
8
PTS
95
AVG
3.4
MAAC-86 15-9 14-34 41.2 2-3 66.7 48 3.2 5 30 2.0
BIG 5-86 4-1 10-13 76.9 4-4 100.0 14 3.5 24 6.0
CAREER HIGHS
POINTS: 13, vs. Niagara (Hayman Hall, 1986)
REBOUNDS: 8, at Holy Cross (1986)
ASSISTS: 2, vs. Niagara (Hayman Hall, 1986)
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TIM LEGLER
JUNIOR GUARD/FORWARD • 6'4" • 200 LBS.
JOHN RANDOLPH TUCKER HIGH SCHOOL
RICHMOND, VA
MAJOR AT LA SALLE:
FINANCE/MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN
Tim Legler capped his sophomore season with
honorable mention selection to the Academic All-
American team, voted by the College Sports
Information Directors of America, and to the MAAC all-
Academic team. ..For the second year, a pre-season
injury limited his early playing time, but by the fifth
game of the season he was in the starting lineup for
good. ..Tim scored in double figures in 21 games last
season, including 13 of last 14 games.. .A top baseball
prospect, he was drafted by the Pittsburgh Pirates after
his senior year in high school. ..Did not play baseball in
Richmond last summer, concentrating on basketball,
and was a first team all-league choice in the Irv
Sanderson Summer League. ..Won a Gold Medal as a
member of a U.S. team inaJuniorOlympictournament
in Austria during August, 1985. ..His father, Gene, is
adding to his all-time mileage record for attendance at
La Salle games. ..The youngest of five children, Tim has
three sisters, one brother.. .His high school coach was
Ralph Crockett.
Sophomore Season: The team leader in field goals
made (158), Tim finished third in scoring (361 pts.,
12.9), was second or third in every team statistic. ..He
converted all 10 of his free throws in 74-69 upset of St.
Joseph's, including 8 in the second half, four one-and-
ones in the game's final 4:30. ..Connected on 14 con-
secutive free throws at the end of the season. ..Scored
at least 8 points in 24 of 28 games, with at least 4
rebounds in 18 games.
Freshman Season: Played in 26of 28games, scoring in
22 games. ..Earned starting position in mid-season
when foot injury sidelined him for two games. ..Re-
gained starting berth for last five games, averaged 9.6
pts. in those games, 7.6 pts., 4.4 rebounds in 10
starts. ..Best on team with just 15 turnovers in average
of 19 minutes played per game...MAAC all-Rookie
selection, thrice MAAC Rookie of Week.
GP-GS FGM-FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. REB AVG. AST PTS AVG
1985-86 28-23 158-315 50.2 45-54 83.3 110 3.9 53 361 12.9
1984-85 26-10 69-147 46.9 17-24 70.8 72 2.8 51 155 5.9
CAREER 54-33 227-462 49.1 62-78 79.5 182 3.4 104 516 9.6
MAAC-86 15-14 84-171 49.1 29-36 80.6 72 4.8 36 197 13.1
CAREER 28-22 117-246 47.6 37-45 82.2 91 3.3 71 271 9.6
Big 5-86 4-3 20-45 44.4 11-12 91.7 10 2.5 5 51 12.8
CAREER 8-3 33-68 48.5 17-23 73.9 20 2.5 8 83 10.4
CAREER HIGHS
POINTS: 23, at Louisville (1986)
REBOUNDS: 8, at Manhattan (1986); vs. Villanova (Spectrum), Army (Palestra) (1985)
ASSISTS: 6, vs. Holy Cross (Palestra, 1986)
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RICH TARR
JUNIOR GUARD • 6' • 170 LBS.
SHAMOKIN AREA HIGH SCHOOL
SHAMOKIN, PA
MAJOR AT LA SALLE: COMMUNICATIONS
Rich Tarrcan beadeadlyshooterfrom the outside, and
could be La Salle's most effective scorer from three-
point range. ..He scored 12 points in each of the first
three games last season, as a starter, then scored in
double figures three other times coming off the bench...
A redshirt during 1983-84, he proved to be a clutch
shooter during his freshman season, winning a game at
Hartford with a last-second shot, keeping the team
close with late bombs against Brigham Young, St.
Peter's. ..The leading high school scorer in Pennsylvania
as a senior (29.5 pts. per game), he intended to attend
Penn State, but decided to attend La Salle after a
coaching change at Penn State. ..Rich has three older
sisters, one younger brother.. .His high school coach
was Bob Prober!
Sophomore Season: A starter in the first four games of
the season, Rich's 13 rebounds against Niagara was
the team individual season high. ..Scored a career high
21 points, off the bench, in 40-point romp over Bowling
Green in third place game of Jostens Classic. ..Also
scored 16 points off bench in win over Manhattan.
Freshman Season: Had outstanding game in 85-74
Palestra win over Manhattan, with 15 pts. (4-6 FG, 7-10
FT), 5 rebounds, 3 assists. ..Scored 10 pts. (5-6 FG) in
loss at lona...Won 70-66 MAAC game at Fordham with
12 second-half pts. (2-2 FG, 8-9 FT), 4 rebounds, 4
assists. ..Jumper at buzzer won Hartford game, 82-80.
GP-GS FGM-FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. REB AVG. AST PTS AVG
1985-86 24-4 64-145 44.1 26-33 78.8 54 2.3 31 154 6.4
1984-85 28-3 44-106 41.5 35-56 62.5 39 1.4 41 123 4.4
CAREER 52-7 108-251 43.0 61-89 68.5 93 1.8 72 277 5.3
MAAC-86 12-0 20-48 41.7 15-18 83.3 13 1.1 16 55 4.4
CAREER 27-0 50-108 46.3 39-55 70.9 35 1.3 43 139 5.1
BIG 5-86 3-0 9-26 34.6 2-3 66.7 7 2.3 5 20 6.7
CAREER 7-0 11-40 27.5 5-10 50.0 10 1.4 11 27 3.9
CAREER HIGHS
POINTS: 21, vs. Bowling Green (Jostens Classic, Palestra, 1986)
REBOUNDS: 13, vs. Niagara (Hayman Hall, 1986)
ASSISTS: 5, vs. Monmouth (Palestra), Niagara (Hayman Hall) (1986)
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ERIC LEE
JUNIOR CENTER/FORWARD • 67"
CHERRY HILL WEST HIGH SCHOOL
CHERRY HILL, NJ
MAJOR AT LA SALLE: MARKETING
200 LBS.
After playing in 24 games as a freshman, Eric Lee saw
action in 23 games last season, scoring in 16 games,
but not starting any. ..He scored in double figures in
three games last season, but again had less playing
time in latter part of season. ..The youngest of four
children, he has one brother, two sisters. ..His high
school coach was Don Murray.
Sophomore Season: Scored in double figures in three
games, including career high of 12 points vs. Maine,
Notre Dame. ..His rebound basket at the end of the first
half gave Explorers 34-33 halftime lead over Notre
Dame at Palestra. ..Eric finished that game with 12
points (6-10 FG), 6 rebounds in 19 minutes. ..Scored 9
points in only nineminutes' playing timeagainst NCAA
champion Louisville, hitting 4-5 field goal attempts.
Freshman Season: Scored 11 pts., with 6 rebounds in
season-opening win over Monmouth, was in the start-
ing lineup for 6 games in December.. .His playing time
dwindled after New Year's, scored just 32 pts. in Janu-
ary, February.. .Scored in 15 of 24 games. ..Played key
role in win at Manhattan (last win of season for team),
with 8 first-half points in one-point victory. ..Second on
team, blocked shots (12). ..Leading field goal shooter
among returnees (29-51, 56.9%).
GP-GS FGM-FGA
1985-86 23-0 46-82
1984-85 24-6 29-51
CAREER 47-6 75-133
MAAC-86 12-0 16-32
CAREER 24-0 29-53
BIG 5-86 3-0 1-4
CAREER 6-3 4-12
PCT. FTM-FTA
12-20
9-18
21-38
7-11
11-29
0-0
0-1
PCT. REB AVG. AST PTS AVG
49 2.1 4 104 4.5
40 1.7 6 67 2.8
89 1.9 10 171 3.6
14 1.2 2 39 3.3
21 0.9 3 69 2.9
6 2.0 2 2 0.7
7 1.2 3 8 1.3
CAREER HIGHS
POINTS: 12, vs. Maine (Palestra), Notre Dame (Palestra) (1986)
REBOUNDS: 6, vs. Niagara (Hayman Hall, 1986); Monmouth (Hayman Hall,
ASSISTS: 2, vs. Fairfield (Palestra, 1986); Niagara (at Buffalo, NY, 1985)
1985)
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CRAIG CONLIN
SOPHOMORE CENTER/FORWARD • 6 6 • 225 LBS.
LA SALLE HIGH SCHOOL
NORTH HILLS PA
MAJOR AT LA SALLE: SECONDARY EDUCATION
Craig was chosen to the MAAC all-Rookie team, even
though injuries limited him to nine conference games
during the regular season. ..He missed eight games in
December and January with a stress fracture of the
right thigh. ..When he returned to the lineup, he scored
in double figures in six games, including four of the last
five of the season. ..As a starter in the last seven games
of the season, he averaged 12.6 points, 4.9
rebounds. ..He carries a streak of 1 1 straight free throw
conversions into this season. ..As a high school senior,
he was the Philadelphia Catholic League Player-of-
the-Year...ln La Salle High School records, he trails
only Tom Gola in all-time scoring. ..The fourth of eight
children (four brothers, three sisters), older brother
Chris is a starting offensive tackle for Penn State's
football team. ..He was coached in high school by Les
Burke.
Freshman Season: Voted MAAC Rookie-of-the-Week
for two consecutive weeks (Feb. 9, 16), Craig was voted
to the conference all-Rookie team by the league head
coaches. ..His field goal shooting of 58.5% (62-1 06) not
only led the team, but was the third best one-season
percentage in La Salle history. ..In the last 12 games of
the season, following his return to the line-up, he shot
51-84 from the field (60.7%), 27-36 from the free throw
line (75%). ..Craig scored 16 points in three of the last
four games of last season.
GP-GS FGM-FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. REB AVG. AST PTS AVG
1985-86 20-7 62-106 58.5 41-58 70.7 72 3.6 10 165 8.3
MAAC-86 10-6 45-73 61.6 24-31 77.4 41 4.1 4 114 11.4
BIG 5-86 3-1 7-14 50.0 5-6 83.3 6 2.0 2 19 6.3
CAREER HIGHS
POINTS: 16, vs. Manhattan (Hayman Hall), Army (Madison Square Garden), Holy Cross (MAAC Tournament) (1986)
REBOUNDS: 8, vs. Army (Madison Square Garden, 1986)
ASSISTS: 3, vs. Manhattan (Hayman Hall, 1986)
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LEN ROBINSON
SOPHOMORE GUARD • 6'1 " • 175 LRS.
UPPER DURLIN HIGH SCHOOL
NORTH HILLS, PA
MAJOR AT LA SALLE: BUSINESS
Another all-Rookie performer in the MAAC, Len was
the first Rookie-of-the-Week selection during last sea-
son (Dec. 1 )...A starter in all but one game, Len had to
adapt from front court play throughout high school
career to point guard position as college fresh-
man. ..Len scored in 27 of 28gamesasafreshman...Len
is a nephew of La Salle assistant coach Sam Rines, was
a high school teammate of Jamie Gavaghan, son of
Explorer head trach coach Jim Gavaghan. ..The oldest
of four children, he has two brothers, one sister.. .His
high school coach was Jim Huddleston.
Freshman Season: A starter in 27 of 28 games, Len
scored in double figures in seven games, with 5 or more
assists in seven games. ..A MAAC all-Rookie selection,
he was conference Rookie-of-the-Week after getting
26 points, 10 assists in season-opening wins over Mon-
mouth, Niagara. ..Len was second on the team in
assists (98).
GP-GS FGM-FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. REB AVG. AST PTS AVG
1985-86 28-27 77-175 44.0 35-50 70.0 75 2.7 98 189 6.8
MAAC-86 15-14 41-96 42.7 19-25 76.0 40 2.7 48 101 6.7
BIG 5-86 4-4 6-22 27.3 5-8 62.5 7 1.8 18 17 4.3
CAREER HIGHS
POINTS: 15, vs. Monmouth (Palestra, 1986)
REBOUNDS: 6, at Syracuse, vs. Fordham (Palestra), Bowling Green (Palestra), at lona (1986)
ASSISTS: 9, vs. Holy Cross (MAAC Tournament, 1986)
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KEN PALCZEWSKI
JUNIOR FORWARD • 67" • 225 LBS.
COLONIA HIGH SCHOOL
AVENAL, NJ
MAJOR AT LA SALLE:
SECONDARY EDUCATION
Ken Palczewski saw more action as a sophomore than he did during his freshman season,
scoring in four of the 13 games in which he played. ..In La Salle's 103-70 win over Maine, ^
he scored the team's 100th point. ..His most productive game was during an 89-63 —
Palestra victory over Holy Cross when he scored 7 points, with 4 rebounds, both career highs. ..During the second
semester of this season, he will be student-teaching at a Philadelphia high school. ..He hopes to teach and coach
on the high school level after graduation in 1988. ..Ken has one older sister.. .His high school coach was BobTisdale.
GP-GS FGM-FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. REB AVG. AST PTS AVG
1985-86 13-0 5-10 50.0 5-10 50.0 14 1.1 2 15 1.2
1984-85 9-0 1-2 50.0 2-5 40.0 4 0.4 4 0.4
CAREER 22-0 6-12 50.0 7-15 46.7 18 0.8 2 19 0.9
MAAC-86 7-0 3-7 42.9 5-7 71.4 10 1.4 2 11 1.5
CAREER 10-0 3-8 37.5 5-7 71.4 11 1.1 2 11 1.1
BIG 5-86 1-0 0-1 00.0 0-0 00.0 0.0 0.0
CAREER 2-0 1-2 50.0 0-0 00.0 1 0.5 2 1.0
CAREER HIGHS
POINTS: 7, vs. Holy Cross (Palestra, 1986)
REBOUNDS: 4, vs. Holy Cross (Palestra, 1986)
ASSISTS: 1, vs. Holy Cross (Palestra), at Manhattan (1986)
TERENCE JACKSON
JUNIOR GUARD • 5'8" • 155 LBS.
RADNOR (PA] HIGH SCHOOL
TRENTON, NJ
MAJOR AT LA SALLE:
MARKETING/MANAGEMENT
Terence did not score last season...A walk-on as a freshman, he scored his only colleg-
iate points in a win against Army, and had his only collegiate rebounds in a loss to 1985
NCAA champion Villaova...An all-Delaware County performer in both basketball
and track in high school, Terence attended Radnor High School as part of a special program for qualified stu-
dents. ..He was a member of a PIAA State Champion 4x100 meter relay team as a senior at Radnor. ..He has one
younger sister. ..Terence's high school coach was Walter Katuzny.
GP-GS FGM-FGA PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. REB AVG. AST PTS AVG
1985-86 8-0 0-2 00.0 0-2 00.0 4 0.5 2 0.0
1984-85 9-0 0-2 00.0 2-3 66.7 2 0.2 2 2 0.2
CAREER 17-0 0-4 00.0 2-5 40.0 6 0.4 4 2 0.1
MAAC-86 4-0 0-1 00.0 0-1 00.0 1 0.3 0.0
CAREER 8-0 0-1 00.0 2-4 50.0 1 0.1 2 0.3
BIG 5-86 No games
CAREER 1-0 0-1 00.0 0-0 00.0 2 2.0 0.0
CAREER HIGHS
POINTS: 2, vs. Army (Palestra, 1986)
REBOUNDS: 2, vs. Niagara (Hayman Hall,
ASSISTS: 2, vs. Maine (Palestra, 1986)
1986); Villanova (Spectrum, 1985)
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LIONEL SIMMONS
FRESHMAN FORWARD • 66" • 205 LBS.
SOUTH PHILADELPHIA HIGH SCHOOL
PHILADELPHIA, PA
The outstanding high school player in Philadelphia last
year, Lionel Simmons should have an immediate
impact on La Salle basketball. ..Lionel led the Public
League in scoring as both a junior and senior, with his
32.8 points per league game as a senior the highest in
the city since 1966.. .South Philadelphia's Public
League championship last year was its first since
1946.. .He set school records for points in one game
(56) and in a career (1539). ..Lionel's senior statistics:
28.6 pts. per game; 17.5 rebounds per game; 3 assists
per game; 4 steals per game; 3.5 blocked shots per
game; and he shot better than 58% from the field. ..Lio-
nel is the youngest of five children (two brothers, two
sisters). ..His high school coach was Mitch Schneider.
BOB JOHNSON
FRESHMAN FORWARD • 6'5" • 160 LBS.
SOUTH PHILADELPHIA HIGH SCHOOL
PHILADELPHIA. PA
A high school teammate of Lionel Simmons, Bob
Johnson did not play during his senior year at South
Philadelphia, having expended his eligibility after his
junior year due to a transfer from Central High School
following his freshman year.. .As the team's sixth man
during 1984-85, Bob averaged 10.2 points, 6 rebounds,
3 assists per game, improving to 16 points per game
during the playoffs when Southern lost the Public
League championship game to Dobbins Tech. ..He
acted as a team manager last season. ..He hit .470 for
Southern's baseball team as a junior, playing first base
and pitching, as the team reached the league
semifinals. ..Bob has one younger sister.. .Mitch
Schneider was his high school coach.
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MARVIN WOODS
SOPHOMORE FORWARD/GUARD • 6'4" • 195 LBS.
ALIOUIPPA HIGH SCHOOL
DE PAUL UNIVERSITY
ALIOUIPPA, PA
MAJOR AT LA SALLE: COMMUNICATIONS
A transfer from De Paul University, Marvin Woods will
have 2V2 years of athletic eligibility at La Salle, starting
with the second semester this season. ..The first games
in which he can play in will be in the Hawaiian Tropic
Classic in Daytona Beach, FL...He played in 10 games
for De Paul during the 1984-85 season, scoring 14
points, with 1 rebounds, 3 assists... In an 87-60 De Paul
victory over La Salle he scored 2 points...A first-team
all-state performer as a senior at Aliquippa High
School, he averaged 24.5 points, 6.0 rebounds in 1983-
84.. .He transferred from De Paul at the completion of
the first semester last year.. .Marvin has two older sis-
ters... His high school coach was Red McHie.
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1985-1986 RESULTS
OVERALL RECORD: 14-14
MAAC: 8-6, 3rd Place
BIG FIVE: 1-3, Tied for 4th Place
Nov. 14 La Salle 73 Irish National Team
(exhibition, Hayman Hall)
57
Nov. 26 La Salle 72 Monmouth 69 (Palestra, 3017) W 1
Nov. 30 La Salle 92 Niagara 75 (Hayman Hall, 1100) W 2
Dec. 2 La Salle 103 Maine 70 (Palestra, 2568) W 3
Dec. 4 La Salle 46 Villanova** 50 (Palestra, 8369) L 3 1
CARRIER CLASSIC (Syracuse>, NY) - 4th Place
Dec. 6 La Salle 72 Syracuse 97 (23,764) L 3 2
Dec. 7 La Salle 65 Ohio University 70 (25,423) L 3 3
Dec. 9 La Salle 80 Pennsylvania** 86 (Palestra, 3369) L 3 4
Dec. 14 La Salle 58 Princeton 48 (Spectrum, 8948) W 4 4
Dec. 21 La Salle 78 Fordham* 66 (Palestra, 9208) W 5 4
JOSTENS PHILADELPHIA CLASSIC (Palestra) - 3rd Place
Dec. 27 La Salle 58 Temple**
Dec. 28 La Salle 94 Bowling Green
Jan. 2 La Salle 63 St. Peter's*
Jan. 4 La Salle 63 Notre Dame
Jan. 11 La Salle 57 Fairfield*
Jan. 13 La Salle 89 Holy Cross*
Jan. 16 La Salle 66 lona*
Jan. 18 La Salle 89 Manhattan*
Jan. 21 La Salle 80 lona*
Jan. 25 La Salle 52 Army*
Jan. 28 La Salle 60 Louisville
Feb. 1 La Salle 54 Fordham*
Feb. 4 La Salle 62 St. Peter's*
Feb. 8 La Salle 53 Fairfield*
Feb. 10 La Salle 81 Holy Cross*
Feb. 15 La Salle 101 Manhattan*
Feb. 19 La Salle 73 Army*
Feb. 20 La Salle 74 St. Joseph's"*
*MAAC
"Big 5
81 (5321) L 5 5
54 (5017) W 6 5
69 (Jersey City, NJ, 1000) L 6 6
77 (Palestra, 8281) L 6 7
61 (Palestra, 3426) L 6 8
63 (Palestra, 9208) W 7 8
74 (New Rochelle, NY, 1515) L 7 9
74 (Riverdale, NY, 750) W 8 9
68 (Palestra, 5697) W 9 9
54 (Palestra, 4302) L 9 10
72 (Louisville, KY, 18,908) L 9 11
70 (Bronx, NY, 1986) L 9 12
54 (Palestra, 4314) W 10 12
55 (Fairfield, CT, 3022) L 10 13
68 (Worcester, MA, 1120) W 11 13
63 (Hayman Hall, 1100) W 12 13
61 (Madison Sq. Garden, 8905) W 13 13
69 (Palestra, 6607) W 14 13
MAAC CHAMPIONSHIP TOURNAMENT (Meadowlands)
Feb. 27 La Salle 70 Holy Cross 72 (3643) 14 14
HOME COURTS:
Home: 11-6 Attendance: 89,852
Away: 2-6 Attendance: 52.065
Neutral: 1-2 Attendance: 37,971
Palestra: 8-6
Hayman Hall:
Spectrum: 1-0
TOTAL ATTENDANCE: 179,888
2-0
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METRO ATLANTIC
ATHLETIC CONFERENCE
LEAGUE OFFICE
One Lafayette Circle
Bridgeport, CT 06604
(203) 368-6969
COMMISSIONER — Don DiJulia
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER — Jay Williams (home phone - (203) 259-8840)
MEDIA RELATIONS INTERN — Rich McCarty (home phone - (203) 333-7069)
LEGAL COUNSEL — David M. Lehn
Army (United States Military Academy)
West Point, NY 10996
Enrollment -4,400
Superintendent - Lt. Gen. Dave R. Palmer
Athletic Director - Carl F. Ullrich
Sports Information Director - Bob Kinney
(914) 938-3303
Fairfield University
Fairfield, CT 06430
Enrollment - 2,800
President - Rev. Aloyisius P. Kelley, S.J.
Athletic Director - Dr. Harold "Chappy" Menninger
Sports Information - (203) 254-4040
lona College
New Rochelle, NY
Enrollment - 6,000
President - John G. Driscoll, C.F.C., Ph. D.
Athletic Director - Rick Mazzuto
Sports Information - (914) 633-2334
La Salle University
Philadelphia, PA 19141
Enrollment - 3,200
President - Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., Ph. D.
Athletic Director - Bob Mullen
Sports Information Director - Frank Bertucci
(215) 951-1605
Fordham University
Bronx, NY 10458
Enrollment - 8,400
President - Rev. Joseph A. O'Hare, S.J.
Athletic Director - Frank McLaughlin
Sports Information Director - Joe Pagnotta
(212) 579-2445
Holy Cross College
Worcester, MA 01610
Enrollment - 2,500
President - Rev. John E. Brooks, S.J.
Athletic Director - Ronald Perry
Sports Information Director - Gregg Burke
(617) 793-2583
Manhattan College
Riverdale, NY 10471
Enrollment -4,500
President - J. Stephen Sullivan, F.S.C.
Athletic Director - John J. Powers
Sports Information Director - LeslieAnne Wade
(212)920-0227
St. Peter's College
Jersey City, NJ 07306
Enrollment -5,000
President - Rev. Edward Glynn, S.J.
Athletic Director - William A. Stein
Sports Information Director - Bill Waldy
(201) 333-4400, ext. 378
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ATHLETIC CONFERENCE
1985-1986
REGULAR SEASON STANDINGS, RECORDS
1985-86 Final Standings
MAAC OVERALL
W L PCT W L PCT
Fairfield 13 1 .929 24 7 .774
lona 9 5 .643 14 15 .483
La Salle 8 6 .571 14 14 .500
St. Peter's 7 7 .500 16 12 .571
Fordham 7 7 .500 13 17 .433
Holy Cross 6 8 .429 12 18 .400
Army 5 9 .357 9 18 .333
Manhattan 1 13 .071 2 26 .071
TOURNAMENT (MEADOWLANDS)
Quarterfinals (Thursday, February 27):
Holy Cross 72 - La Salle 70
St. Peter's 61 - Fordham 52
Fairfield 80 - Manhattan 56
lona 64 - Army 60
Semifinals (Saturday, March 1):
Holy Cross 81 - lona 77
Fairfield 49 - St. Peter's 47
Championship (Monday, March 3):
Fairfield 67 - Holy Cross 64
OVERALL LEADERS
SCORING GP FG FT PTS AVG
Jim McCaffrey, Holy Cross
Kevin Houston, Army
Tony George, Fairfield
Bob Coleman, lona
Chip Greenberg, La Salle
25 218 135 571 22.8
27 228 138 594 22.0
31 226 178 630 20.3
28 193 105 491 17.5
28 155 161 471 16.8
FIELD GOALS FREE THROWS
GP FG-FGA PCT GP FT-FTA PCT
Pat Yerina, Fairfield 31 181-322 .562 Jim McCaffrey, Holy Cross 25 135-159 .849
Bob Coleman, lona 28 1 93-356 .542 Kevin Houston, Army 27 138-164 .841
Chip Greenberg, La Salle 28 155-303 .512 Chip Greenberg, La Salle 28 161-192 .839
Willie Haynes, St. Peter's 26 131-259 .506 Kevin Boyle, St. Peter's 28 85-104 .817
Tim Legler, La Salle 28 158-315 .502 Jeff Gromos, Fairfield 31 97-120 .808
REBOUNDS ASSISTS
G REBS AVG GP ASTS AVG
Bob Coleman, lona 28 246 8.8 Kevin Boyle, St. Peter's 28 177 6.3
Pat Yerina, Fairfield 31 250 8.1 A.J. Wynder, Fairfield 29 155 5.4
Derrick Howell, St. Peter's 27 180 6.7 Glenn Grant, lona 29 136 4.7
Jeff Wilder, lona 28 171 6.1 Ed Golden, Fairfield 31 126 4.1
Ron Steptoe, Army 26 152 5.9 Kevin Houston, Army 27 108 4.0
STEALS BLOCKED SHOTS
GP STLS AVG GP BLKS AVG
Darren Blackwell, Army 26 47 1.8 Ron Barnes, La Salle 27 57 2.1
Kevin Houston, Army 27 47 1.7 Jeff Wilder, lona 28 42 1.5
A.J. Wynder, Fairfield 29 49 1.7 Derrick Howell, lona 27 40 1.5
Jim McCaffrey, Holy Cross 25 39 1.6 Daren Rowe, St. Peter's 28 24 0.9
John Kijonek, lona 29 42 1.5 Nestor Payne, lona 28 21 0.8
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1986-1987 MAAC SCHEDULE
Dec. 6 Army/La Salle 6:30 Jan. 28 La Salle at lona
at Palestra
Jan. 31 Fairfield at Army
Dec. 10 St. Peter's at Manhattan 7:30 Holy Cross at Fordham
Jan. 3 lona at St. Peter's 2:30
St. Peter's at lona
Jan. 6 lona/La Salle
at Palestra
7:30
Feb. 3 Army at Fordham
Fairfield at Holy Cross
Manhattan at St. Peter's 7:30 Feb. 5 Fordham at Manhattan
Jan. 8 La Salle at Fordham 7:30 Feb. 7 Army at lona
Jan. 10 lona at Army
Holy Cross at St. Peter's
Fordham at Fairfield
2:00
2:30
3:00
Fairfield at Fordham
St. Peter's at Holy Cross
La Salle at Manhattan
Manhattan at La Salle 3:00 Feb. 9 Manhattan at Army
Jan. 12 Fordham at lona 8:00 Feb. 10 lona at Fordham
Jan. 13 Army at Manhattan 7:30
Holy Cross at La Salle
La Salle at Holy Cross 7:30 Feb. 11 Fairfield at Manhattan
St. Peter's at Fairfield 8:00
Feb. 12 St. Peter's at Army
Jan. 15 Manhattan at Fordham 7:30 Fordham at Holy Cross
Jan. 17 Army/Holy Cross
at Meadowlands
1:00 Feb. 13 Fairfield/La Salle
at Palestra
St. Peter's at Fordham 2:00
Feb. 14 Army at Holy Cross
Manhattan at lona 2:00 Fordham at St. Peter's
La Salle at Fairfield 7:30
lona at Manhattan
Jan. 20 lona at Holy Cross
St. Peter's/La Salle
at Palestra
7:30
8:30
Feb. 16 Fairfield/St. Peter's
at Madison Square Garden
Holy Cross at lona
Jan. 21 Manhattan at Fairfield 8:00
Feb. 18 Army at Fairfield
Jan. 23 Fordham/La Salle
at Palestra
8:00
Feb. 21 Fairfield at lona
Manhattan at Holy Cross
Jan. 24 Army at St. Peter's 2:30 La Salle at St. Peter's
Holy Cross at Manhattan
lona at Fairfield
3:00
7:30
Feb. 23 Holy Cross at Fairfield
Jan. 27 Fordham at Army 7:30
Feb. 24 La Salle at Army
8:00
3:30
2:00
2:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
2:00
2:00
2:00
3:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
8:00
7:30
7:30
6:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
12:30
8:00
8:00
2:00
2:00
7:30
8:00
7:30
1985-86 MAAC LEADERS
ALL-CONFERENCE
First Team
Tony George, Fairfield
Kevin Houston, Army
Jim McCaffrey, Holy Cross
Bob Coleman, lona
Chip Greenberg, La Salle
Second Team
Pat Yerina, Fairfield
Jeff Gromos, Fairfield
Joe Paterno, Fordham
Brian Reale, Holy Cross
Willie Haynes, St. Peter's
Player-of-the-Year:
Tony George, Fairfield
Coach-of-the-Year
Mitch Buonaguro, Fairfield
ALL-ROOKIE
Joe Paterno, Fordham
Craig Conlin, La Salle
Len Robinson, La Salle
Bret Holmdahl, Manhattan
Willie Haynes, St. Peter's
Rookie-of-the-Year:
Joe Paterno, Fordham
ALL-ACADEMIC
Chip Greenberg, La Salle
Tim Legler, La Salle
Jeff Gromos, Fairfield
Dennis Ahern, Holy Cross
Steve Klemick, Manhattan
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PHILADELPHIA
BIG FIVE
LA SALLE'S ALL BIG - 5 PERFORMERS
BobAlden 1959-60
Ralph Bantivoglio 1958-59
Steve Black 1981-82,1982-83,1983-84
Michael Brooks 1976-77,1977-78*
1978-79, 1979-80*
Joe Bryant 1973-74,1974-75
Larry Cannon 1966-67,1967-68,1968-69
Frank Corace 1 962-63, 1 963-64
Jim Crawford 1972-73
Ken Durrett 1968-69*, 1969-70*, 1970-71*
Bob Fields 1970-71
Curt Fromal 1 964-65
Tom Garberina 1956-57
Chip Greenberg 1985-86
Bob Herdelin 1958-59
Alonzo Lewis 1956-57
Ralph Lewis 1983-84*, 1984-85
Kevin Lynam 1980-81
Bob McAteer 1960-61,1961-62
Hubie Marshall 1965-66,1966-67
Fran O'Malley 1955-56
Bill Taylor 1973-74,1974-75
Bernie Williams 1968-69
Charlie Wise 1974-75,1975-76*
(* - Robert Geasey Award — MVP)
BIG -5 HALL OF FAME
Larry Cannon inducted 1973
Frank Corace 1 974
Ken Durrett 1975
Bob McAteer 1976
James J. Henry (AD at formation of Big 5) 1976
Hubie Marshall 1977
Alonzo Lewis 1980
Joe Bryant 1981
Bernie Williams 1982
Charlie Wise 1982
Bob Fields 1984
Michael Brooks 1986
Tom Gola (Special Category, Coach) 1986
1985-1986 STANDINGS
St. Joseph's 3-1
Temple 3-1
Villanova 2-2
La Salle 1-3
Pennsylvania 1-3
LA SALLE'S CITY CHAMPIONS
1956-1957 (tie, St. Joseph's) 1974-1975
1963-1964 1980-1981 (tie, 5 teams 2-2)
1968-1969 1983-1984 (tie, Temple)
LA SALLE'S BIG-5 MOST VALUABLE PLAYERS
Ken Durrett
1969, 1970, 1971
Michael Brooks
1978, 1980
Charlie Wise
1976
Ralph Lewis
1984
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METRO ATLANTIC
ATHLETIC CONFERENCE
- OPPONENTS
U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY (ARMY)
Saturday, December 6,
The Palestra, 6:30 PM
(Radio, WSSJ)
Tuesday, February 24,
Multi-Purpose Sports Facility
(West Point, NY), 7:30 PM
HEAD COACH: Les Wothke
(4 yrs., 47-66; 12 yrs., 187-138)
PHONE: (914) 938-2419
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Carl F. Ullrich
SID: Bob Kinney
PHONES: (914) 938-3303; H: (914) 564-0696
NICKNAMES: Cadets, Black Knights
COLORS: Black, Gold, Gray
1985-1986 RECORD: 9-18
LEADING RETURNEES:
Kevin Houston, 6-0, 22.2P
Ron Steptoe, 6-3, 10JP, 5.8R
THE SERIES: La Salle, 7-3
(MAAC: La Salle, 4-3)
1973 LS 73 -A 63 1985 LS 80 - A 63
1974 LS 83 -A 71 LS 85 - A 80 ot
1975 LS 76 -A 71 A 76 - LS 64 ot
1984 LS 56 -A 55 1986 A 54 - LS 52
A 60 - LS 58 LS 73 - A 61
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
Saturday, January 17, Alumni Hall
(Fairfield, CT), 7:30 PM
(TV, WTGI61)
Friday, February 13,
The Palestra, 6:30 PM
(Radio, WSSJ)
HEAD COACH: Mitch Buonaguro
(1 yr., 24-7)
PHONE: (203) 254-4040
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR:
Dr. Harold "Chappy" Menninger
SID PHONE: (203) 254-4040/4000
NICKNAME: Stags
COLORS: Cardinal Red, White
1985-1986 RECORD: 24-7
LEADING RETURNEES:
Jeff Gromos, 6-8, 11.OP, 5.4R
A.J. Wynder, 6-2, 8.4P, 5.3A
THE SERIES: La Salle, 4-3
(MAAC: tied, 3-3)
1972 LS 108- F96
1984 LS 98 - F 85
LS 94 - F 76
1985 LS 95 - F 89
F 106- LS 105 2ot
1986 F61 - LS 57
F 55 - LS 53
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
Thursday, January 8,
Rose Hill Gymnasium
(Bronx, NY), 7:30 PM
Friday, January 23,
The Palestra, 8:00 PM
(Radio, WSSJ)
HEAD COACH: Bob Quinn (1st year)
PHONE: (212) 579-2460
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Frank McLaughlin
SID: Joe Pagnotta
PHONES: (212) 579-2445; H: (516) 326-9691
NICKNAME: Rams
COLORS: Maroon, White
1985-1986 RECORD: 13-17
LEADING RETURNEES:
Joe Paterno, 6-5, 12.4P, 4.4R
Tom Parrotta, 6-5, 9.2P, 4.2R
Joe Franco, 6-5, 7.5P, 3.2R
THE SERIES: La Salle, 9-4
(MAAC: La Salle, 4-3)
1954 LS61 - F56
LS 76 - F 74 ot (NCAA)
1955 LS64 - F49
1956 F84 - LS69
1957 LS84 - F66
1962 LS60 - F56
1984 LS84 - F73
LS 68 - F 67
F 62 - LS 60
1985 F74 - LS 67
LS 70 - F 66
1986 LS78 - F66
F 70 - LS 54
HOLY CROSS COLLEGE
Tuesday, January 13, Hart Center
(Worcester, MA), 7:30 PM
Tuesday, February 10,
Hayman Hall, 7:30 PM
(Radio, WSSJ)
HEAD COACH: George Blaney
(14 yrs., 224-177; 19 yrs., 288-236)
PHONE: (617) 793-2556
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Ronald S. Perry
SID: Gregg Burke
PHONES: (617) 793-2583; H: (617) 791-0138
NICKNAME: Crusaders
COLOR: Royal Purple
1985-1986 RECORD: 12-18
LEADING RETURNEES:
Paul Durkee, 6-8, 10.1 P, 5.4R
Glenn Tropf, 6-7, 7.5P, 4.8R
Dennis Ahern, 6-6, 7.4P, 3.2R
THE SERIES: La Salle, 7-4
(MAAC: La Salle, 4-3)
1949 LS63 - HC61 1985 LS 80 - HC 77
1972 HC 85 - LS 79 HC 82 - LS 79
1974 LS94 - HC80 1986 LS 89 - HC 63
1975 LS 89 - HC65 LS 81 - HC 68
1984 HC85 - LS 74 HC 72 - LS 70
LS91 - HC89 ot
IONA COLLEGE
Tuesday, January 6,
The Palestra, 7:30 PM
(Radio, WSSJ)
Wednesday, January 28, Mulcahy Hall
(New Rochelle, NY), 8:00 PM
HEAD COACH: Gary Brokaw (1st year)
PHONE: (914) 633-2312
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR Rick Mazzuto
SID PHONE: (914) 633-2334
NICKNAME: Gaels
COLORS: Maroon. Gold
1985-1986 RECORD: 14-15
LEADING RETURNEES:
Richie Simmonds, 6-2, 12.6P
Jeff Wilder, 6-7. 6.5P, 6.1 R
THE SERIES: La Salle, 5-4
(MAAC: tied, 3-3)
1954 LS 82 - I 69 1985 I 103 - LS 73
1966 LS 94 - I 72 I 93 - LS 77
1982 I 95 - LS 71 1986 I 74 - LS 66
1984 LS95 - I 80 LS 80 - I 68
LS 81 - I 79
MANHATTAN COLLEGE
Saturday, January 10,
Hayman Hall, 3:00 PM
(Radio, WSSJ)
Saturday, February 7,
Draddy Gymnasium
(Riverdale, NY), 3:00 PM
HEAD COACH: Bob Delle Bovi (1st year)
PHONE: (212) 920-0180
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: John J. Powers
SID: LeslieAnne Wade
PHONES: (212) 920-0227; H: (201 ) 377-3860
NICKNAME: Jaspers
COLORS: Kelly Green, White
1985-1986 RECORD: 2-26
LEADING RETURNEES:
Bret Holmdahl, 6-5, 12.6P, 5.6R
Antoine Owens, 6-2, 9.8P. 3.8R
Chris Schiano, 6-8, 8.7P, 5.3R
THE SERIES: La Salle, 24-6
(MAAC: La Salle, 7-0)
1913 M 25 - LS 22 1959 LS 78 - M 71
1932 LS 34 - M 32 1960 LS 71 - M 58
1940 LS 46 - M 33 1961 LS 74 - M 68
1941 M 53 - LS 44 1962 LS 76 - M 69
1946 M 52 - LS 45 1963 LS 78 - M 61
1949 LS 76 - M 46 1964 LS 75 - M 62
M 62 - LS 53 1974 M 73 - LS 65
1950 LS 65 - M 60 1976 M 79 - LS 78
1951 LS 64 - M 63 1984 LS 74 - M 72
1952 LS 77 - M 55 LS 78 - M 62
1953 LS 63 - M 52 LS 76 - M 60
1954 LS 69 - M 61 1985 LS 85 - M 74
1955LS76-M62 LS 65 - M 64
1957 LS 81 - M 72 1986 LS 89 - M 74
1958 LS 72 - M 59 LS 101 - M 63
ST. PETER'S COLLEGE
Tuesday, January 20,
The Palestra, 8:30 PM
(Radio, WSSJ)
Saturday, February 21, Yanitelli Center
(Jersey City, NJ), 7:30 PM
HEAD COACH: Ted Fiore (1st year)
PHONE: (201) 333-4400
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: William A. Stem
SID: Bill Waldy
PHONES: (201) 333-4400; H: (201) 867 5543
NICKNAME: Peacocks
COLORS: Blue, White
1985-1986 RECORD: 16-12
LEADING RETURNEES:
Willie Haynes, 5-11, 12.8P
Kenny Parker, 6-5. 8.4P
Daren Rowe. 6-7. 8 1P. 5 1R
THE SERIES: St. Peters, 4-3
(MAAC: St. Peter's. 4-3)
1984 LS64 -SP57 1986 SP 69 - LS 63
SP 71 - LS67 LS62 - SP 54
SP 65 - LS 63 ot
1985 SP60 - LS59
LS 70 - SP 57
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UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Monday, February 16,
The Palestra, 7:00 PM
(Radio, WSSJ; TV, PRISM)
HEAD COACH: Tom Schneider
(1 yr., 15-11; 3 yrs., 31-53)
PHONE: (215) 898-6141
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Paul Rubincam
SID: Herb Hartnett
PHONES: (215) 898-6128; H: (215) 687-6390
NICKNAME: Quakers
COLORS: Red, Blue
1985-1986 RECORD: 15-11
LEADING RETURNEES:
Bruce Lefkowitz, 6-8, 14. 2P, 7.8R
Perry Bromwell, 6-2, 13.5P
Tyrone Pitts, 6^1, 12.5P, 5.2R
Chris Elzey, 6-5, 12.3P
THE SERIES: Pennsylvania, 23-16
(BIG-5: Pennsylvania, 18-13)
1934 P35 - LS22
1935 P33- LS22
1936 P36 - LS28
1937 P26 - LS25
1947 P68 -
1948 LS 55
1949 LS 64
1952 LS 75
1956 LS 64
1957 LS 84
1958 P 67 -
1959 P 73 - LS 70
1960 P66 - LS62
1961 LS67 - P63
1962 LS69 -P57
1963 P78 - LS74
1964 LS61 - P58
1965 LS 78 - P 64
1966 P 90 - LS 76
1967 LS85 - P83
LS56
- P43
- P44
- P58
-P52
- P73
LS66
1968 P57 -
1969 LS 78
1970 P 76 -
1971 P 107
1972 P80 - LS66
1973 P57 -LS47
1974 P84 -LS82
1975 LS67 - P65
1976 P 58
1977 P 80
1978 P78
1979 P68
1980 LS80 - P73
1981 P67 - LS62
1982 LS 77
1983 P 78 -
1984 LS 96
1985 LS 77
1986 P86 -
LS45
- P64
LS67
• LS88
LS56
LS70
LS75
LS67
- P75
LS72
- P85
- P74
LS80
SAINT JOSEPHS UNIVERSITY
Friday, December 26,
The Palestra, 8:45 PM
(Radio, WCAU; TV, PRISM)
HEAD COACH: Jim Boyle (5 yrs., 105-45)
PHONE: (215) 879-7452
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Michael Schultz
SID: Ken Krsolovic
PHONES: (215) 879-7447; H: (215) 878-9723
NICKNAME: Hawks
COLORS: Crimson, Gray
1985-1986 RECORD: 26-6
LEADING RETURNEES:
Rodney Blake, 6-8, 13.5P, 7.1 R
Greg Mullee, 6-7, 7.0P, 7.4R
THE SERIES: Tied, 44-44
(BIG-5: St. Joseph's, 24-16)
1901 LS 32 - SJ 7
LS 29 -SJ 13
1902 LS 70 - SJ 8
1910 LS 22 -SJ 18
SJ 24 - LS 18
1911 LS 10 -SJ6
LS20 -SJ 16
1912 LS (no score)
1916 SJ 31 -LS26
LS 29 - SJ 21
1954 LS 73 -SJ 57
LS 78 - SJ 64
1955 LS82 -SJ 56
1956 SJ 69 - LS 56
1957 SJ 97 - LS 85
LS 61 - SJ 57
1958 SJ 82 - LS 77
1959 SJ 70 - LS 63
1960 LS 80 - SJ 73
1961 SJ65 - LS54
1917
1923
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
LS30
SJ 28
LS 22
SJ 44
LS 27
LS39
SJ 25
LS 32
SJ 26
SJ 23
SJ40
SJ25
SJ28
LS 22
LS32
SJ33
SJ48
SJ 58
SJ48
SJ 53
SJ53
SJ39
LS38
LS48
SJ 70
LS 78
LS74
LS79
LS81
LS 77
SJ54
LS68
LS79
LS 75
-SJ 29
- LS27
- SJ 17
- LS9
-SJ 15
-SJ 20
-LS23
-SJ 25
- LS25
-LS 19
-LS20
-LS20
- LS25
-SJ 18
-SJ 31
-LS28
- LS40
- LS53
- LS45
-LS33
-LS37
- LS36
-SJ36
-SJ 45
- LS65
-SJ41
-SJ 53
-SJ 50
-SJ 63
-SJ 64
-LS53
-SJ50
-SJ 52
-SJ 63
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
LS 72 -
SJ 66 -
LS80 -
SJ93 -
SJ92 -
SJ96 -
LS73 -
LS 103
LS84 -
SJ 101 -
SJ66-
SJ 81 -
SJ 72-
SJ77-
SJ 68-
SJ 75 -
SJ 76-
LS68 -
SJ 86-
LS69 -
LS82 -
LS89 -
SJ94-
SJ 68-
SJ 58-
LS59-
LS58 -
SJ 83-
SJ 83 -
LS79-
SJ 74-
LS 74 -
LS74 -
SJ 71
LS49
SJ 70
LS85
LS69
LS85
SJ 70
-SJ 71
SJ67
LS992ot
LS56
LS 76 ot
LS55
LS52
LS55
LS73
LS71
SJ 60
LS75
SJ61
SJ74
SJ82
LS87
LS 63 ot
LS57
SJ49
SJ56
LS77
LS71
SJ 60
LS72
SJ69
SJ69
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
Tuesday, December 2,
The Palestra, 7:00 PM
(Radio, WCAU; TV, PRISM)
HEAD COACH: John Chaney
(4 yrs., 90-32; 14 yrs. 318-91)
PHONE: (215) 787-7443
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Charles Theokas
SID: Al Shrier
PHONES: (215) 787-7445; H: (215) 561-5656
NICKNAME: Owls
COLORS: Cherry, White
1985-1986 RECORD: 25-6
LEADING RETURNEES:
Nate Blackwell, 6-4, 13.1 P, 5.1 A
Howard Evans, 6-1, 12.0P, 5.1 A
Tim Perry, 6-9, 11.6P, 9.5R
Ramon Rivas, 6-10, 5.9P, 3.8R
THE SERIES: Temple, 43-33
(BIG-5; Temple, 21-16)
1900 LS 15 -T 10
1902 T 19 - LS 11
1903 T 16 - LS 14
1904 LS20 -T 13
1905 LS 19 -T 17
1906 T 23 - LS 21
1907 T25 - LS 17
1908 T29 - LS20
1909 LS 24-T20
1910 T29- LS 18
1911 T30 - LS21
1912 LS35 -T 16
1913 T 27 - LS22
1914 T28 - LS 19
1955 LS59 -T57 ot
1956 T60 - LS57
1957 LS63 -T61
1958 T71 - LS61
1959 LS67 -T64
1960 T77 -LS53
1961 T 63 - LS 57
1962 T64 -LS51
1963 LS 81 -T71
1964 T63 - LS57
1965 LS 83 -T70
LS 81 - T 74
1966 T66 -LS59 ot
LS 86 - T 85
1915
1916
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
T37 -
T39 -
LS37
T37-
LS38
T39 -
T27 -
T48 -
T47 -
T73-
T70 -
LS 73
T54-
T54-
LS60
LS67
LS82
T59 -
LS75
LS65
LS57
LS65
LS77
T57 -
LS 21
LS25
-T31
LS22
-T27
LS37
LS22
LS38
LS43
LS45
LS60
-T71
LS52
LS36
-T55
-T51
-T65
LS54
-T59
-T50
-T42
-T45
-T53
LS56
1967 T79 -
T78 -
1968 LS 64
LS 87
1969 LS 10
1970 T 69 -
1971 LS63
1972 T67 -
1973 T56 -
1974 LS78
1975 LS 74
1976 T67 -
1977 T87 -
1978 LS82
LS73
1979 T97 -
1980 T67 -
LS70
1981 T84 -
1982 T 86 -
1983 T 84 -
1984 LS 80
1985 T65 -
1986 T 81 -
LS65
LS61
-T60
-T69
1 -T85
LS61
-T58
LS56
LS54
-T54
-T63
LS63
LS75
-T75
-T72
LS81
LS62
-T62
LS62
LS72
LS 79 ot
- T 79 2ot
LS54
LS58
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
Tuesday, December 9,
duPont Pavilion, 7:00 PM
(Radio, WCAU; TV, PRISM)
HEAD COACH: Rollie Massimino
(13 yrs., 251-151; 15 yrs., 285-167)
PHONE: (215) 645-4140
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Dr. Theodore A. Aceto
SID: Craig Miller
PHONES: (215) 645-4120; H: (215) 525-5764
NICKNAME: Wildcats
COLORS: Blue, White
1985-1986 RECORD: 23-14
LEADING RETURNEES:
Harold Jensen, 6-4, 11.8P
Doug West, 6-7, 10.2P, 3.7R
Mark Plansky, 6-7, 7.5P, 5.1 R
THE SERIES: Villanova, 20-18
(BIG-5: Villanova, 18-17)
1970 V 96 - LS 85
1971 LS73 - V69
1972 V86 -LS73
1973 LS 101 - V79
1974 LS 104
1975 LS74 -
1934 V 25 - LS 23
1935 V 22 - LS 21
LS 29 - V 23
1956 LS71 - V64
V 76 - LS 73
1957 LS75 -V61
1958 LS 111 -V 105 ot1976 LS 75
LS 75 - V 64
1959 V63 - LS57
1960 V 68 - LS 52
1961 LS76 - V71
1962 V65- LS63
V 75 - LS 67
1963 V63- LS47
1964 LS63 - V59
1965 V 86 - LS 72
1966 LS 78 - V 70
1967 V68 - LS59
1968 V64- LS56
1969 LS 74 - V 67
- V66
V73 ot
- V72
1977 LS 71 - V70
1978 V82 -LS79
(NCAA)
V 103- LS97
1979 LS84 - V78
1980 V86 -LS79
1981 LS84 - V83 3ot
1982 V 117 - LS 82
1983 V72 -LS71
1984 LS90- V80
1985 V80 -LS63
1986 V50 -LS46
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OTHER
OPPONENTS
De PAUL UNIVERSITY
Saturday, January 31,
The Palestra, 8:00 PM
(Radio, WCAU; TV, WTGI 61)
HEAD COACH: Joey Meyer
(2 yrs., 37-23)
PHONE: (312) 341-8416
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Bill Bradshaw
SID: Doug Abel
PHONES: (312)341-8545; H: (312)282-5573
NICKNAME: Blue Demons
COLORS: Royal Blue, Scarlet
CONFERENCE: Independent
1985-1986 RECORD: 18-13
LEADING RETURNEES:
Rod Strickland, 6-3, 14.1 P, 5.1 R
Dallas Comegys, 6-9, 13.8P, 5.6R
THE SERIES: De Paul, 5-1
1950 LS 49 - DP 41
1953 DP 63 - LS61
DP 68 - LS 62
1980 DP 91 - LS75
1981 DP 69 - LS62
1985 DP 87 - LS60
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
Saturday, January 3,
The Palestra, 8:00 PM
(Radio, WCAU; TV, WTGI 61)
HEAD COACH: Dean Smith
(25 yrs., 579-171)
PHONE: (919) 962-1154
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: John D. Swofford
SID: Rick Brewer
PHONES: (919) 962-2123/1376;
H: (919) 929-2721
NICKNAME: Tar Heels
COLORS: Carolina Blue, White
CONFERENCE: Atlantic Coast
1985-1986 RECORD: 28-6
LEADING RETURNEES:
Kenny Smith, 6-3, 12.0P, 6.2A
Joe Wolf, 6-10, 10.0P, 6.6R
Jeff Lebo, 6-2, 9.2P
THE SERIES: La Salle, 1-0
1947 LS65 - NC62
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Saturday, December 13,
Bangor (ME) Auditorium, 2:00 PM
HEAD COACH: Thomas "Skip" Chappelle
(16 yrs., 194-193)
PHONE: (207) 581-1092
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Stuart P. Haskell
SID: Leonard Harlow
PHONES: (207) 581-1086; H: (207)945-5221
NICKNAME: Black Bears
COLORS: Blue, White
CONFERENCE: ECAC North Atlantic
1985-1986 RECORD: 7-20
LEADING RETURNEES:
Jim Boylen, 6-2, 13.6P, 4.9A
Matt Rossignol, 6-0, 9.1 P
Jeff Holmes, 6-4, 9.0P, 3.6R
THE SERIES: La Salle, 3-0
1976 LS 104- M 88
1977 LS91 - M 76
1986 LS 103 - M 70
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Wednesday, February 4,
Athletic & Convocation Center
Notre Dame, IN, 7:30 PM
(TV, WTGI 61)
HEAD COACH: Richard "Digger" Phelps
(15 yrs., 300-138; 16 yrs., 326-141)
PHONE: (219) 239-5222
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Gene Corrigan
SID: Roger Valdiserri
PHONES: (219)239-7516; H: (219)277-0695
NICKNAME: Fighting Irish
COLORS: Gold, Blue
CONFERENCE: Independent
1985-1986 RECORD: 23-6
LEADING RETURNEES:
David Rivers, 6-0, 16.7P
Donald Royal, 6-7, 10.6P, 4.9R
Mark Stevenson, 6-5, 8.7P
THE SERIES: Notre Dame, 12-3
1972 ND 97 - LS 71
1973 ND87 - LS 71
1974 ND 98 - LS 78
1975 ND 91 - LS 75
1976 ND 108 - LS 89
1977 ND 113 - LS 77
1978 ND 95 - LS 90
1979 ND 93 - LS 70
1980 LS62 - ND60
1981 ND60 - LS59
1982 LS66 - ND 61
1983 ND68 - LS 56
1984 LS 68 - ND 66
1985 ND 71 - LS 58
1986 ND 77 - LS 63
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HOLIDAY
TOURNAMENTS
AMI CLASSIC
Friday, November 28 -
Saturday, November 29
(Miami, FL)
University of Central Florida
HEAD COACH: Phil Carter
(1 yr., 6-22; 4 yrs., 38-68)
PHONE: (305) 275-2028
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Gene McDowell
SID: Bob Cefalo
PHONES: (305) 275-2464;
H: (305)273-4291
NICKNAME: Knights
COLORS: Black, Gold
CONFERENCE: Independent
1985-1986 RECORD: 6-22
LEADING RETURNEES:
Pat Crocklin, 6-4, 11. 7P, 4.OR
Tony Marini, 6-8, 10.5P, 5.9R
Faronte Roberson, 6-1, 10.1P
THE SERIES: First Meeting
Pennsylvania State University
HEAD COACH: Bruce Parkhill
(3 yrs., 25-58; 9 yrs., 114-133)
PHONE: (814) 865-5494
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Jim Tarman
SID: Pete Kowalski
PHONES: (814)865-1757;
H: (814)238-3668
NICKNAME: Nittany Lions
COLORS: Blue, White
CONFERENCE: Atlantic 10
1985-1986 RECORD: 12-17
LEADING RETURNEES:
Tom Hovasse, 6-9, 12.7P, 5.1 R
Paul Murphy, 6-3, 10.1 P
Carl Chrabascz, 6-8, 9.5P, 4.0R
THE SERIES: La Salle, 2-0
1954 LS 69 - PS 54 1969 LS 70 - PS 55
University of Miami
HEAD COACH: Bill Foster
(1 yr., 14-14; 20 yrs., 367-190)
PHONE: (305) 284-2680
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Sam Jankovich
SID: Rich Dalrymple
PHONES: (305)284-3244;
H: (305)667-9645
NICKNAME: Hurricanes
COLOR: Orange, Green, White
CONFERENCE: Independent
1985-1986 RECORD: 14-14
LEADING RETURNEES:
Eric Brown, 6-6, 16.4P, 7.4R
Dennis Burns, 6-6, 13.5P, 3.5R
Mark Richardson, 6-10, 10.3P, 4.7R
THE SERIES: La Salle, 9-4
1951 LS 95 - M 84 1965 LS 90 - M 86
M 77 - LS 75 1966 M 108 - LS 102
1961 LS 88 - M 74 1967 LS 99 - M 82
1962 LS 73 - M 61 1968 LS 92 - M 84
1963 LS 78 - M 76 1969 LS 96 - M 71
1964 M 121 - LS 99 1970 M 103 - LS 96
1971 LS97 - M 77
HAWAIIAN TROPIC
CLASSIC
Friday, December 19 -
Saturday, December 20
(Daytona Beach, FL)
Eastern Kentucky University
HEAD COACH: Max Good
(5 yrs., 52-85)
PHONE: (606) 622-3654
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Donald Combs
SID: Karl Park
PHONES: (606)622-1253;
H: (606)624-1291
NICKNAME: Colonels
COLORS: Maroon, White
CONFERENCE: Ohio Valley
1985-1986 RECORD: 10-18
LEADING RETURNEES:
Lewis Spence, 6-5, 14.5P, 5.4R
Antonio Parris, 6-2, 13.2P
THE SERIES: La Salle, 3-0
1952 LS77- EK56
1953 LS89 - EK67
1970 LS84- EK82
University of Georgia
HEAD COACH: Hugh Durham
(8 yrs., 146-96; 20 yrs., 376-191)
PHONE: (404) 542-1432
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Vince Dooley
SID: Norm Reilly
PHONES: (404) 542-1621;
H: (404)546-6811
NICKNAME: Bulldogs
COLORS: Red, Black
CONFERENCE: Southeastern
1985-1986 RECORD: 17-13
LEADING RETURNEES:
David Dunn, 6-8, 9. OP, 5.8R
Dennis Williams, 6-4, 8.9P
THE SERIES: La Salle, 2-0
1970 LS76- G 66
1971 LS50 - G 42
Stetson University
HEAD COACH: Dr. Glenn Wilkes
(29 yrs., 449-331)
PHONE: (904) 734-4121
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Dr. Glenn Wilkes
SID: Dick Westervelt
PHONES: (904)734-4121;
H: (904)734-0937
NICKNAME: Hatters
COLORS: Green, White
CONFERENCE: Trans America
1985-1986 RECORD: 10-18
LEADING RETURNEES:
Randy Anderson, 6-6, 13.6P, 9.0R
Charles Stevenson, 6-3, 13.6P
THE SERIES: La Salle, 3-1
1978 LS77 - S 72
1979 S90 - LS76
1980 LS74- S64
1981 LS 71 - S 69
JOSTENS PHILADELPHIA
CLASSIC
Friday, December 26 -
Saturday, December 27
(The Palestra,
Philadelphia, PA)
Bradley University
HEAD COACH: Stan Albeck
(1st year; 14 yrs., 209-117)
PHONE: (309) 677-2668
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Ron Ferguson
SID: Joe Dalfouso
PHONES: (309) 677-2624;
H: (309)673-5248
NICKNAME: Braves
COLORS: Red, White
CONFERENCE: Missouri Valley
1985-1986 RECORD: 32-3
LEADING RETURNEES:
Hersey Hawkins, 6-3, 18.7P, 5.7R
Donald Powell, 6-8, 8.7P, 5.3R
THE SERIES: La Salle, 2-1
1954 LS 92 - B 76
(NCAA Championship)
1956 B 93 - LS 78
1957 LS87- B 77
Northeastern University
HEAD COACH: Karl Fogel
(1st year)
PHONE: (617) 437-2672
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Irwin Cohen
SID: Jack Grinold
PHONES: (617)437-2691;
H: (617)782-5268
NICKNAME: Huskies
COLORS: Red, Black
CONFERENCE: ECAC North Atlantic
1985-1986 RECORD: 26-5
LEADING RETURNEES:
Reggie Lewis, 6-7, 23.8P, 9.3R
John Williams, 6-2, 13.5P
Andre LaFleur, 6-3, 10.8P
THE SERIES: First Meeting
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ALL-TIME RECORD WITH
COLLEGIATE OPPONENTS
(Names in Bold: 1986-1987 Opponents)
Opponent W L First Last Last LaSalle Last Opponent
Met Met Victory Victory
Akron 1 1940 1940 1940 (33-30)
Alabama 2 3 1974 1980 1980 (82-80) 1980 (81-65)
Albright 26 2 1946 1970 1970 (89-59) 1946 (67-61)
American 14 7 1966 1983 1983 (75-73) 1983 (65-63)
Arizona 2 1950 1953 1953 (87-68)
Arkansas 1 1948 1948 1948 (69-58)
Army 7 3 1973 1986 1986 (73-61) 1986 (54-52)
Arnold 1 1943 1943 1943 (83-48)
Baldwin-Wallace 2 1 1949 1951 1951 (86-67) 1949 (52-49)
Baltimore 4 1933 1969 1969 (100-57)
Baylor 1 1972 1972 1972 (81-68)
Biscayne 6 1 1972 1978 1978 (89-84) 1972 (103-93)
Bloomsburg 1 1950 1950 1950 (67-41)
Boston College 3 1 1947 1972 1971 (75-63) 1972 (62-61)
Boston University 1 1983 1983 1983 (70-58)
Bowling Green 5 1 1949 1986 1986 (94-54) 1949 (51-45)
Bradley 2 1 1954 1957 1957 (87-77) 1956 (93-78)
Brandeis 1 1955 1955 1955 (102-56)
Brigham Young 4 2 1949 1985 1985 (74-73) 1980 (108-106)
Brookyn College 1 1935 1935 1935 (28-17)
Brown 1 1982 1982 1982 (61-59)
Bucknell 15 3 1902 1982 1982 (68-66) 1980 (80-79)
Butler 1 1940 1940 1940 (46-37)
Cal. State-Fullerton 1 1979 1979 1979 (95-84)
Canisius 18 9 1941 1984 1984 (79-66) 1983 (55-54)
Catholic 8 4 1933 1947 1947 (68-33) 1939 (45-40)
Central Florida First Meet ng
C.C.N.Y. 4 1938 1946 1946 (94-52)
Cincinnati 3 6 1948 1982 1953 (86-81) 1982 (76-73)
Clemson 1 1975 1975 1975 (67-63)
Cleveland State 1 1976 1976 1976 (90-72)
Coast Guard 2 2 1943 1946 1946 (59-46) 1945 (58-44)
College of Osteopathy 2 1932 1934 1934 (32-13)
Columbia 1 1 1968 1970 1970 (89-74) 1968 (83-69)
Columbus 1 1942 1942 1942 (44-33)
Cooper Union 1 1933 1933 1933 (33-16)
Cornell 1 1970 1970 1970 (68-56)
Creighton 3 6 1963 1971 1971 (64-61) 1970 (86-77)
Dartmouth 2 1962 1985 1985 (84-55)
Davis & Elkins 4 1935 1942 1942 (44-33)
Dayton 4 4 1952 1984 1981 (76-68) 1984 (84-69)
Delaware 16 1 1931 1983 1983 (102-62) 1931 (33-25)
De Paul 1 5 1950 1985 1950 (49-41) 1985 (87-60)
Detroit 1 2 1965 1970 1969 (98-96) 1970 (81-77)
Dickinson 3 1954 1977 1977 (82-61)
Drexel 14 3 1945 1983 1983 (63-61
)
1981 (69-66)
Duke 4 1978 1983 1983 (61-60)
Duquesne 17 17 1940 1983 1983 (67-61) 1979 (90-89)
East Carolina 1 1978 1978 1978 (96-95)
Eastern Kentucky 3 1952 1970 1970 (84-82)
Eastern Michigan 1 1973 1973 1973 (93-66)
Elizabethtown 2 1932 1932 1932 (46-41)
Fairfield 4 3 1972 1986 1985 (95-89) 1986 (55-53)
Florida Southern 1 1979 1979 1979 (84-75)
Fordham 9 4 1954 1986 1986 (78-66) 1986 (70-54)
Furman 3 1954 1975 1975 (69-64)
Galludet 1 1932 1932 1932 (23-17)
George Washington 2 1951 1984 1984 (65-64)
Georgetown 15 9 1945 1980 1965 (88-80) 1980 (79-63)
Georgia 2 1970 1971 1971 (50-42)
Georgia Tech 1 1 1949 1971 1949 (67-59) 1971 (70-67)
Geneva 3 1938 1952 1952 (103-74)
Gettysburg 11 2 1946 1968 1968 (96-58) 1962 (57-44)
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ALL-TIME RECORD WITH
COLLEGIATE OPPONENTS
(Names in Bold: 1986-1987 Opponents)
Opponent W L First Last Last LaSalle Last Opponent
Met Met Victory Victory
Hartford 1 1985 1985 1985 (82-80)
Haverford 3 1932 1944 1944 (46-42)
Hofstra 14 4 1969 1983 1983 (78-62) 1977 (92-81
)
Holy Cross 7 4 1949 1986 1986 (81-68) 1986 (72-70)
Houston 1 1976 1976 1976 (90-87)
Idaho 1 1951 1951 1951 (60-49)
Idaho State 1 1 1980 1981 1980 (88-83) 1981 (86-68)
Illinois Wesleyan 1 1939 1939 1939 (25-23)
Indiana 1 1 1957 1969 1969 (108-88) 1957 (93-80)
lona 5 4 1954 1986 1986 (80-68) 1986 (74-66)
Iowa 2 1954 1955 1955 (76-73)
Kansas 2 1952 1976 1976 (74-73)
Kentucky 3 1954 1979 1979 (109-77)
Kutztown 1 1 1945 1945 1945 (64-48) 1945 (54-53)
Lafayette 30 10 1903 1983 1983 (79-61
)
1982 (67-65)
Lebanon Valley 4 1939 1955 1955 (112-70)
Lehigh 13 1 1959 1982 1982 (94-64) 1972 (69-64)
Lock Haven 1 1947 1947 1947 (69-36)
Long Island University 3 5 1936 1970 1970 (68-53) 1942 (61-37)
Louisville 2 7 1949 1986 1966 (96-92) 1986 (72-60)
Loyola (LA) 7 2 1955 1972 1971 (74-53) 1972 (86-80)
Loyola (MD) 25 1 1934 1954 1954 (97-62) 1944 (53-45)
Maine 3 1976 1986 1986 (103-70)
Manhattan 24 6 1913 1986 1986 (101-63) 1976 (79-78)
Marshall 1 2 1943 1971 1971 (76-75) 1970 (97-88)
Maryland 1 1984 1984 1984 (96-83)
Massachusetts 1 1972 1972 1972 (82-75)
Memphis State 1 1 1975 1976 1975 (93-84) 1976 (81-77)
Miami (FL) 9 4 1951 1970 1970 (97-77) 1970 (103-96)
Michigan 1 1976 1976 1976 (86-71)
Millersville 19 1 1939 1962 1962 (102-62) 1958 (90-80)
Minnesota 1 1966 1966 1966 (92-87)
Missouri 1 1981 1981 1981 (83-74)
Monmouth 3 1984 1986 1986 (72-69)
Montana 1 1979 1979 1979 (91-78)
Moravian 4 1941 1948 1948 (79-58)
Morehead State 3 1 1945 1968 1968 (81-73)
Morris-Harvey 3 1934 1942 1942 (39-27)
Mount St. Mary's 4 4 1931 1939 1939 (34-26) 1933 (21-14)
Muhlenberg 23 8 1941 1963 1963 (88-49) 1959 (92-75)
Murray State 1 1952 1952 1952 (105-82)
Navy 1 1954 1954 1954 (64-48)
Nebraska 1 1 1967 1972 1967 (99-76) 1972 (75-60)
Newark 2 1942 1943 1942 (50-35)
New Mexico State 1 1973 1973 1973 (76-70)
N.Y.U. 1 1953 1953 1953 (80-63)
Niagara 23 15 1934 1986 1986 (92-75) 1977 (66-64)
North Carolina 1 1947 1947 1947 (65-62)
North Carolina Charlotte 1 1978 1978 1978 (68-67)
North Carolina State 5 7 1949 1968 1968 (68-63) 1961 (71-68)
Northeastern First Meeting
Northwestern 1 1964 1964 1964 (91-69)
Notre Dame 3 12 1972 1986 1984 (68-66) 1986 (77-63)
Ohio State 1 1978 1978 1978 (86-83)
Ohio University 1 1986 1986 1986 (70-65)
Oklahoma 1 1945 1945 1945 (52-38)
Oklahoma A & M 1 1940 1940 1940 (33-16)
Oklahoma City 1 1967 1967 1967 (108-97)
Pennsylvania 16 23 1934 1986 1985 (77-74) 1986 (86-80)
Penn State 2 1954 1969 1969 (70-55)
Philadelphia Pharmacy 5 1935 1980 1980 (87-58)
Philadelphia Textile 2 1931 1932 1932 (31-10)
Pittsburgh 1 1984 1984 1984 (95-91)
Princeton 3 1 1932 1986 1986 (58-48) 1932 (25-24)
Providence 2 2 1937 1977 1976 (75-73) 1977 (75-62)
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ALL-TIME RECORD WITH
COLLEGIATE OPPONENTS
(Names in Bold: 1986-1987 Opponents)
Opponent W L First Last Last LaSalle Last Opponent
Met Met Victory Victory
Purdue 1 1980 1980 1980 (90-82)
Rhode Island 1 4 1977 1981 1980 (84-76) 1981 (70-60)
Rice 1 2 1941 1981 1981 (64-58) 1942 (51-41)
Richmond 4 1955 1958 1958 (59-55)
Rider 20 6 1933 1983 1983 (68-57) 1983 (71-69)
Roanoke 1 1 1937 1939 1937 (32-29) 1939 (31-30)
Rutgers 2 1 1961 1975 1974 (82-76) 1975 (96-82)
St. Bonaventure 2 2 1958 1981 1981 (68-65) 1978 (108-95)
St. Francis (NY) 7 2 1937 1948 1948 (53-52) 1943 (47-41)
St. Francis (PA) 3 1947 1969 1969 (107-95)
St. John's 3 3 1936 1965 1956 (85-76) 1965 (78-71)
St. Joseph's 44 44 1901 1986 1986 (74-69) 1984 (74-72)
St. Louis 1 4 1951 1963 1954 (96-82) 1963 (62-61)
St. Mary's 1 1985 1985 1985 (69-59)
St. Peter's 3 4 1984 1986 1986 (62-54) 1986 (69-63)
San Diego State 1 1 1977 1980 1977 (88-84) 1980 (93-67)
San Francisco 5 1949 1973 1973 (74-73)
Santa Clara 1 3 1941 1981 1941 (41-37) 1981 (93-74)
Scranton 17 9 1932 1960 1960 (82-77) 1952 (55-52)
Seattle 2 1965 1966 1966 (84-68)
Seton Hall 12 11 1932 1966 1965 (101-71) 1966 (93-92)
South Carolina 1 1969 1969 1969 (62-59)
Southern California 3 1948 1973 1973 (77-72)
South Florida 1 1982 1982 1982 (82-62)
Southern Methodist 1 1977 1977 1977 (94-86)
Stanford 2 1 1953 1985 1974 (77-66) 1985 (84-73)
Stetson 3 1 1978 1982 1982 (71-69) 1979 (90-76)
Susquehanna 2 1946 1947 1947 (47-43)
S.W. Missouri State 1 1953 1953 1953 (77-70)
Syracuse 14 15 1955 1986 1978 (108-101) 1986 (97-72)
Temple 33 43 1900 1986 1984 (80-79) 1986 (81-58)
Temple Pharmacy 2 1 1931 1932 1932 (33-17) 1931 (32-17)
Tennessee 2 1970 1977 1977 (92-85)
Texas A & M 2 1 1976 1982 1980 (72-67) 1982 (82-74)
Texas Tech 1 1975 1975 1975 (73-64)
Texas Wesleyan 1 1948 1948 1948 (69-66)
Toledo 1 4 1941 1950 1949 (62-51) 1950 (59-55)
Towson State 1 1983 1983 1983 (79-78)
Tulsa 1 2 1940 1972 1971 (63-61
)
1972 (80-77)
U.C.L.A. 2 1 1950 1955 1955 (85-77) 1950 (62-57)
Upsala 2 1935 1936 1936 (31-24)
Ursinus 1 1932 1932 1932 (29-26)
Utah 1 2 1947 1955 1948 (52-46) 1955 (76-69)
Utah State 1 2 1964 1980 1964 (90-85) 1980 (89-88)
Valparaiso 2 1957 1958 1958 (97-86)
Vanderbilt 1 1967 1967 1967 (100-95)
Vermont 7 1977 1984 1984 (91-75)
Vlllanova 18 20 1934 1986 1984 (90-80) 1986 (50-46)
Virginia 2 1948 1958 1958 (72-64)
Virginia Commonwealth 1 1983 1983 1983 (67-76)
Wake Forest 1 1 1953 1974 1953 (76-59) 1974 (95-90)
Washington 1 1977 1977 1977 (114-94)
Washington College 3 1940 1942 1942 (60-33)
West Chester 36 6 1932 1982 1982 (71-56) 1940 (30-27)
West Virginia 3 1955 1968 1968 (100-83)
Western Carolina 1 1981 1981 1981 (58-55)
Western Kentucky 14 15 1948 1983 1983 (62-56) 1975 (91-87)
Widener 11 3 1936 1978 1978 (83-75) 1939 (36-31)
William & Mary 1 1949 1949 1949 (63-51)
Wisconsin-Green Bay 1 1983 1983 1983 (62-51)
Wyoming 1 1943 1943 1943 (56-32)
Wyomissing P.I. 2 1940 1941 1941 (54-41)
Xavier 2 2 1958 1983 1980 (70-65) 1983 (109-85)
Yale 1 1970 1970 1970 (81-59)
Youngstown State 1 2 1952 1984 1953 (94-41) 1984 (81-76)
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ALL-TIME RECORDS
Ken Durrett
3-Time Big 5 MVP
38
LA SALLE'S BEST
TOM GOLA
1954 Player of the Year
*Led La Salle to the 1952 NIT and 1954 NCAA Championships
"Averaged 20.9 points and 19.0 rebounds for his four-year career
*Three-time collegiate Ail-American
'Played in the NBA with the Philadelphia Warriors and New York Knicks
•Named All-Pro five times
*La Salle teams compiled a 102-19 record in his four years
"Head coach of La Salle's 1969 team (23-1), ranked second in the nation
*1969 Coach of the Year, New York and Philadelphia Sports Writers
*1979 NCAA Silver Anniversary Award Recipient
•"Living Sports Legend," Philadelphia Sportswriters Association, 1985
'Member of: Madison Square Garden Hall of Fame
Madison Square Garden All-Time Team
Pennsylvania Sports Hall of Fame
SPORT Magazine All-Time All-American Team
Helms College Basketball Hall of Fame
*Big 5 Hall of Fame, 1986 (Special Category, Coach)
•Holds the following La Salle records:
Points, season: 750 (24.2 avg.)
Field goals attempted, season: 624
Field goals attempted, career: 2222
Free throws attempted, season: 267
Free throws made, season: 202
Free throws made, career: 653
Rebounds, game: 37
Rebounds, season: 652
Rebounds, career: 2201
1 •
MICHAEL BROOKS
1980 Player of the Year
*7th on NCAA career scoring list
•Leading all-time scorer at La Salle
•All-America Teams: UPI, AP, Basketball Weekly, Medalist, Converse,
United States Basketball Writers Association, National Association of
Basketball Coaches, Basketball Times, Sporting News, Citizens Savings
"Captain of 1980 United States Olympic Team
•East Coast Conference "Player of the Year" 1980
•United States Basketball Writers Association "Player of the Year'
•Big 5 "Player of the Year" 1978, 1980
"Big 5 Hall of Fame, 1986
•Widrner Eastern College "Player of the Year" 1980
•National Association of Basketball Coaches "Player of the Year'
*ECAC All-Decade Team (1970-1979)
*AII-time leading scorer, Philadelphia Big 5
*51 points at Brigham Young, top scoring performance, NCAA Division I, 1980
"Holds the following La Salle records:
1980
1980
Points, career: 2628
Points, game: 51
Field goals made, career: 1064
Field goals made, season: 290
ALL-TIME COACHING RECORDS
SEASONS
Field goals made, game: 24
Field goals attempted, game: 36
Field goal percentage, career: 53.8
(
Field goal percentage, season: 58.8
Dave (Lefty) Ervin (1979-1986)
Paul Westhead (1970-1979)
Tom Gola (1968-1970)
Jim Harding (1967-1968)
Joe Heyer (1965-1967)
Bob Walters (1963-1965)
Donald (Dudey) Moore (1958-1963)
Jim Pollard (1955-1958)
Ken Loeffler (1949-1955)
Charles McGlone (1946-1949)
Joseph Meehan (1943-1946)
Obie O'Brien (1941-1943)
Leonard Tanseer (1933-1941)
Thomas Conley (1931-1933)
James J. Henry (1930-1931
)
TOTALS: 1380 GAMES
7
9
2
1
2
2
5
3
6
3
3
2
8
2
1
56
WINS
119
142
37
20
24
31
79
48
145
61
27
25
90
24
15
887
1064-1976
(288-490)
LOSSES
87
105
13
8
27
17
37
28
30
17
29
20
59
12
4
493
PCT.
.578
.575
.740
.714
.471
.646
.681
.632
.829
.782
.482
.556
.604
.711
789
.643 39
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ALL-TIME RECORDS
INDIVIDUAL
POINTS
GAME:
HALF: .
OPPONENT, GAME:
SEASON:
SEASON AVERAGE:
CAREER:
CAREER AVERAGE:
51, Michael Brooks, at
Brigham Young, Dec. 15,1979
33, Hubie Marshall, at
Albright, Dec. 1, 1965
52, Calvin Murphy,
Niagara, Dec. 16, 1967
750, Tom Gola,
31 games, 1955
27.0, Ken Durrett,
21 games, 1971
2628, Michael Brooks,
114 games, 1976-1980
23.6, Ken Durrett,
71 games, 1968-1971
FIELD GOALS MADE
GAME: 24 (36 atts.), Michael Brooks, at
Brigham Young, Dec. 15, 1979
OPPONENT: 20, Joe Steiner,
Bucknell, Feb. 7, 1962
SEASON: 290, Michael Brooks,
31 games, 1980
SEASON PERCENTAGE: 58.8, (288-490)
Michael Brooks, 30 games, 1978
CAREER: 1064, Michael Brooks,
114 games, 1976-1980
CAREER PERCENTAGE: 53.8(1064-1976),
Michael Brooks, 114 games, 1976 -1980
FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED
GAME: 36, Michael Brooks, at
Brigham Young, Dec. 15, 1979
OPPONENT: 40, Joe Steiner,
Bucknell, Feb. 7, 1962
SEASON: 624, Tom Gola,
31 games, 1955
CAREER: 2222, Tom Gola,
118 games, 1951-1955
FREE THROWS MADE
GAME: 17 (18 atts.), Bob McAteer,
at W. Kentucky, Mar, 2, 1962
OPPONENT: 18, Bob McNeill,
St. Joseph's, Feb. 26, 1958
18, Darrel Carrier,
Western Kentucky, Feb. 25, 1964
SEASON: 202, Tom Gola,
31 games, 1955
SEASON PERCENTAGE: 91.7,(55-60)
Kurt Kanaskie, 21 games, 1979
CAREER: 653, Tom Gola,
118 games, 1951-1955
CAREER PERCENTAGE: 86.3(157-182)
Kevin Lynam, 101 games, 1977-1981
FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED
GAME: 21, Bob Fields, at
Rider, Mar. 1, 1971
OPPONENT: 23, Howie Landa,
Lebanon Valley, Jan. 15, 1965
SEASON: 267, Tom Gola,
31 games, 1955
CAREER: 877, Tom Gola,
118 games, 1951-1955
REBOUNDS
GAME: 37, Tom Gola, at
Lebanon Valley, Jan. 15, 1955
OPPONENT: 33, Art Beatty,
American, Jan. 10, 1967
SEASON: 652, Tom Gola,
30 games, 1954
CAREER: 2201, Tom Gola,
118 games, 1951-1955
ASSISTS
GAME: 13, Darryl Gladden,
at Delaware, Dec. 7, 1978
13, Charlie Wise, at Memphis
State, Jan 8, 1975
OPPONENT, GAME: 15, Jerry Hobbie,
Fordham, Dec. 28, 1984
SEASON: 186, Darryl Gladden,
30 games, 1978
CAREER: 461 , Darryl Gladden,
90 games, 1977-1979
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ALL-TIME RECORDS
TEAM
POINTS
GAME: 125, vs. Loyola (LA),
Feb. 4, 1967
HALF: 67, vs. St. Francis (PA),
Jan. 28, 1967
OPPONENT, GAME: 121 , Miami (FL),
Jan. 23, 1964
COMBINED: 226, (123-103) at
American, Feb. 3, 1979
SEASON: 2588, 30 games, 1978
POINTS PER GAME: 89.0, 24 games,
1969
OPPONENT, SEASON: 2491 , 30 games,
1978
OPPONENT, POINTS PER GAME: 83.2,
28 games, 1979
WINS
SEASON: 26,1953-1954
26, 1954-1955
CONSECUTIVE: 18, Jan. 4, 1969-
Dec. 10, 1969
HAYMAN HALL, CONSECUTIVE: 16,
Dec. 1, 1975-Mar. 2, 1981
PALESTRA, CONSECUTIVE: 19,
Feb. 28, 1968-Dec. 16, 1969
SEASON, CONSECUTIVE 15,
Jan. 4-Feb. 25, 1969
FIELD GOALS MADE
GAME: 57, at American,
Feb. 3, 1979
PERCENTAGE: 67.1 (57-85), at
American, Feb. 3, 1979
OPPONENT: 49, Villanova,
Jan. 27, 1982
SEASON: 1047, 30 games, 1978
FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED
GAME: 112, vs. Furman,
Feb. 6, 1954
OPPONENT: 105, Creighton,
Feb. 1, 1954
SEASON: 21 1 1 , 30 games,
1978
FREE THROWS MADE
GAME: 39, vs. Bucknell,
Mar. 1, 1982
OPPONENT: 39, Kentucky,
Dec. 2, 1978
SEASON: 588, 31 games,
1984
FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED
GAME: 51 , vs. Duquesne,
Feb. 16, 1954
OPPONENT: 52, North Carolina
State, Jan. 23, 1954
52, Kentucky, Dec. 2, 1978
SEASON: 879,
28 games, 1953
REBOUNDS
GAME: 85, vs. Brandeis,
Jan. 8, 1955
85, vs. Syracuse,
Dec. 27, 1954
OPPONENT: 79, St. Josephs,
Jan. 8, 1966
ASSISTS
GAME: 35, vs Loyola (LA),
Feb. 4, 1967
SEASON: 563, 30 games, 1978
PERCENTAGE: 50.1 (992-1982),
31 games, 1980
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1 & 500 POINT SCORERS
LA SALLE'S 1000 POINTS — CAREER CLUB
# OF FIELD FREE
YEARS SEASONS GAMES GOALS THROWS POINTS AVG.
Michael Brooks 1976-80 4 114 1064 500 2628 23.1
Tom Gola 1951-55 4 118 904 653 2461 20.9
Steve Black 1981-85 4 102 834 344 2012 19.7
Ralph Lewis 1981-85 4 116 677 453 1807 15.6
Ken Durrett 1968-71 3 71 651 377 1679 23.6
Hubie Marshall 1964-67 3 74 640 296 1576 21.3
Bill Taylor 1972-75 3 82 693 168 1554 18.9
Larry Foust 1946-50 4 103 573 318 1464 14.2
Larry Cannon 1966-69 3 75 566 298 1430 19.1
Frank Corace 1961-64 3 73 583 245 1411 19.3
Kurt Kanaskie 1976-80 4 105 547 262 1356 12.9
Charlie Wise 1972-76 4 97 503 239 1245 12.8
Norm Grekin 1950-53 3 88 460 323 1243 14.1
Mo Connolly 1976-80 4 108 492 248 1232 11.4
Bernie Williams 1966-69 3 74 528 174 1230 16.6
Chip Greenberg 1982-86 4 110 416 395 1227 11.2
Jim Crawford 1970-73 3 77 430 353 1213 15.8
Fred lehle 1949-53 4 94 511 182 1204 12.8
Bob Walters 1943-47 4 80 1193 14.9
Alonzo Lewis 1954-57 3 82 424 289 1137 13.9
Donn Wilber 1973-77 4 90 448 231 1127 12.5
Joe Bryant 1973-75 2 54 456 206 1118 20.7
Albert Butts 1981-84 3 88 374 312 1060 12.0
Bob McAteer 1959-62 3 69 395 266 1056 15.3
George Paull 1964-67 3 74 393 230 1016 13.7
Bob Fields 1969-71 2 52 417 182 1016 19.5
LARRY KORETZ 1983-86 3 87 415 172 1002 11.5
LA SALLE'S 500 POINTS — SEASON CLUB
FIELD FREE
YEAR SEASON GAMES GOALS THROWS POINTS AVG
Tom Gola 1954-55 Senior 31 274 202 750 24.2
Michael Brooks 1979-80 Senior 31 290 167 747 24.1
Michael Brooks 1977-78 Sophomore 28 288 120 696 24.9
Tom Gola 1953-54 Junior 30 252 186 690 23.0
Hubie Marshall 1965-66 Junior 25 277 120 674 26.9
Ralph Lewis 1983-84 Junior 31 237 164 638 20.6
Ken Durrett 1969-70 Junior 26 249 134 632 24.3
Joe Bryant 1974-75 Junior 29 256 120 632 21.8
Michael Brooks 1978-79 Junior 26 245 116 606 23.3
Bob Fields 1970-71 Senior 27 247 111 605 22.4
Frank Corace 1963-64 Senior 25 242 117 601 24.0
Michael Brooks 1976-77 Freshman 29 241 97 579 19.9
Ken Durrett 1970-71 Senior 21 211 145 567 27.0
Steve Black 1981-82 Freshman 28 221 119 561 20.0
Bill Taylor 1974-75 Senior 29 247 65 559 19.3
Steve Black 1984-85 Senior 28 239 74 552 19.7
Bill Taylor 1973-74 Junior 28 242 67 551 19.7
Hubie Marshall 1966-67 Senior 26 220 109 549 21.1
Larry Cannon 1967-68 Junior 28 207 132 546 19.5
Bob McAteer 1961-62 Senior 25 205 133 543 21.7
Ralph Lewis 1984-85 Senior 28 201 122 524 18.7
Tom Gola 1952-53 Sophomore 28 186 145 517 18.5
Steve Black 1983-84 Junior 27 207 103 517 19.1
Tom Gola 1951-52 Freshman 29 192 120 504 17.4
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POST-SEASON
TOURNAMENTS
Buddy Donnelly drives against Dayton In
the 1952 NIT Championship game.
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1 954 NCAA
CHAMPIONS
La Salle Beats Bradley, 92-76,
For NCAA Title
La Salle Routs Navy to
Win NCAA Eastern Final
La Salle Beats Penn State,
Enters NCAA Title Game
March 8 — Buffalo (NY) Memorial Auditorium
LA SALLE 76 — Fordham 74 (ot)
Fran O'Malley, on a pass from Tom Gola, layed in the winning
points as the Explorers opened their trek to the NCAA title
with an overtime win over Fordham. Three weeks earlier, La
Salle had beaten the Rams, 61-56, at the Philadelphia Arena.
Gola finished with 26 points and 16 rebounds in the NCAA
win, while O'Malley scored 13.
March 12 — The Palestra
LA SALLE 88 — North Carolina State 81
Gola and Charlie Singley each scored 26 points as the
Explorers advanced to the Eastern Regional final with a win
over the Atlantic Coast champion Wolfpack. Gola also had 26
rebounds. Again, the NCAA win was a repeat of an earlier La
Salle win, 83-79, at North Carolina State.
March 13 — The Palestra
LA SALLE 64 — Navy 48
Gola again led the way with 22 points and 24 rebounds. A22-
8 scoring margin in the third period gave the Explorers a 43-
29 lead going into the last 10 minutes. Singley had 16 points
in the championship victory.
March 19 — Kansas City (MO) Municipal Auditorium
LA SALLE 69 — Penn State 54
Frank Blatcher, who had scored 25 points in the previous
three games, matched Gola's total of 19 points in the NCAA
semifinal victory over the Nittany Lions. Gola also had 17
rebounds as La Salle led from the opening tap. Coach Ken
Loeffler was almost apologetic after the game, explaining,
"We weren't interesting but what can you do against a zone
(defense)."
March 20 — Kansas City
LA SALLE 92 — Bradley 76
Trailing 43-42 at halftime, La Salle exploded for 30 points in
the third period to open a 15-point lead and coast to the
NCAA title. Gola scored 9 points, Blatcher 8 in the period.
Blatcher, a 24-year-old sophomore Navy veteran, and
Singley, another sophomore, each scored 23 points in the
championship game, while Gola again had as many points as
rebounds (19). In the five NCAA Tournament games, Gola
averaged 22.8 points and 20.4 rebounds; Singley averaged
17.2 points in the tournament, Blatcher 13.4, O'Malley 10.2,
and Frank O'Hara, the only senior on the roster, 6.8.
1953-1954 N.C.A.A. Champions
LJ
BOXSCORE
La Salle vs. Bradley
NCAA Championship Game
March 20 1954
La Salle FG FT PTS Bradley FG FT PTS
Singley 8 7 23 Petersen 4 2 10
Greenberg 2 1 5 Babetch
Maples 2 4 King 3 6 12
Blatcher 11 1 23 Gower 1 1
Gola 7 5 19 Estergard 3 11 17
O'Malley 5 1 11 Carney 3 11 17
Yodsnukis Utt
O'Hara 2 3 7 Kent 8 16
Riley 1 1 3
37 18 92 22 32 76
Bradley 22 21 14 19 — 76
La Salle 19 23 30 20 — 92
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1 952 NIT
CHAMPIONS
• Grekin, Gola MVPs as La Salle Tops Dayton toWin NIT Championship
March 8 — Madison Square Garden (18,422)
LA SALLE 80 — Seton Hall 76
Tom Gola scored 30 points, Fred lehle 25, 20 in the second
half, as La Salle held onafterGolafouledoutwith 1:25 to play
for its narrow opening-round victory. Gola also had 19
rebounds, 6 assists, while Norm Grekin had 15 rebounds.
March 10 — Madison Square Garden (18,310)
LA SALLE 51 — St. John's 45
Grekin scored 17 points (with 16 rebounds) and lehle 16 as
Gola was held to 7 points, all in the second half. Jackie
Moore's jump shot with 2:50 to play gave the Explorers the
lead for good. La Salle would again beat the Redmen, 71-62,
later in the spring during the Olympic Trials.
BOX SCORE
NIT Championship Game
March 15, 1952
March 13 — Madison Square Garden (17,000)
LA SALLE 59 — Duquesne 46
Grekin again led the way, with 21 points and 10 rebounds as
the Explorers upset the tournament's top seed. Gola finished
with 10 points, 14 rebounds, and Moore 12 points, 11
rebounds. Grekin scored the final 9 points of the first half to
open a 34-24 halftime lead.
March 15 — Madison Square Garden (18,485)
LA SALLE 75 — Dayton 64
Gola's 22 points, 13 rebounds and lehle's 18 points led the
Explorers to their first national title. Grekin finished with 15
points, Buddy Donnelly 11 as La Salle led throughout the
game. Both teams shot under 40% for the game (La Salle,
30-85, 35.3%; Dayton, 25-66, 37.9%), Gola averaged 17.3
points, 14 rebounds for the four games; he and Frank O'Hara
were the only members of the NIT champions who would also
become NCAA champions in two years.
1952 N.I.T. CHAMPIONS
La Salle
Grekin
Gilson
lehle
Gola
French
Moore
Jones
Donnelly
Altieri
O'Hara
FG FT PTS
5 5 15
2
4
2
1
1
18
22
8
1
11
30 15 75
Dayton FG FT PTS
Grizsby 8 2 18
Ho ran 3 6
Paxson 5 5 15
Salice 1 1 3
Doncher
Meineke 4 5 13
Taylor
Norris 3 1 7
Boyle
Harris
Joseph 1 2
Waywood
25 14 64
La Salle 18 20 25 12 — 75
Dayton 13 17 18 16 — 64
Officials: John Nucatola,
Lou Elsenstein
FIRST ROW: Frank O'Hara, Jim Warrington, Charles Donnelly, Ed Altieri, Tom
SECOND ROW: Tom Gola, Newt Jones, Norm Grekin, Fred lehle, Dick Breen, J
THIRD ROW: Harry Bruner, Trainer, Joe Gilson, Jack French, Bill Katheder,
Jim O'Connor, Manager.
McCormick.
ackie Moore.
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TOURNAMENT HISTORY
NCAA TOURNAMENT
1954 — CHAMPIONS
La Salle 76 Fordham 74 (OT)
(1st Round played at Buffalo, NY)
La Salle 88 N. Carolina St. 81
La Salle 64 Navy 48
(Regionals played at The Palestra)
La Salle 69 Penn State 54
La Salle 92 Bradley 76
(Championship Round played at Kansas City, MO)
1955 — EASTERN CHAMPIONS; National 2nd Place
La Salle 95 W. Virginia 61
(1st Round played at Madison Square Garden)
La Salle 73 Princeton 46
La Salle 99 Canisius 64
(Regionals played at The Palestra)
La Salle 76 Iowa 73
San Francisco 77 La Salle 63
(Championship Round played at Kansas City, MO)
1968
Columbia 83 La Salle 69
(1st Round played at College Park, MD)
1975
Syracuse 87 La Salle 83 (OT)
(1st Round played at The Palestra)
1978
Villanova 103 La Salle 97
(1st Round played at The Palestra)
1980
Purdue 90 La Salle 82
(1st Round played at West Lafayette, IN)
1983
La Salle 70 Boston University 58
(Preliminary Round played at The Palestra)
Virginia Commonwealth 76 La Salle 67
(1st Round played at Greensboro, NC)
NATIONAL INVITATIONAL TOURNEY (NIT)
1948
Western Kentucky 68 La Salle 60
(Played at Madison Square Garden)
1950
La Salle 72 Arizona 66
Duquesne 49 La Salle 47
(Played at Madison Square Garden)
1951
St. Louis 73 La Salle 61
(Played at Madison Square Garden)
1952 — CHAMPIONS
La Salle 80 Seton Hall 76
La Salle 51 St. John's 45
La Salle 59 Duquesne 46
La Salle 75 Dayton 64
(Piayed at Madison Square Garden)
1953
St. John's 75 La Salle 74
(Played at Madison Square Garden)
1963
St. Louis 62 La Salle 61
(Played at Madison Square Garden)
1965
Detroit 93 La Salle 86
(Played at Madison Square Garden)
1971
Georgia Tech 70 La Salle 67
(Played at Madison Square Garden)
1984
Pitt 95 La Salle 91
(1st Round played at The Palestra)
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1955 NCAA RUNNERS-UP
FRONT: Charles Singley, Bob
Maples, Fran O'Malley, Al Lewis,
Joe Gilson
MIDDLE: Mario Vetere (Trainer),
Manny Gomez, Tom Gola, John
Yodsnukis, Walt Fredericks, Ken
Loeffler (Head Coach)
BACK: Bill Bickley (Manager), Bob
Ames, John Gola, Charles
Greenberg, Bob Kraemer, Frank
Blatcher, Leo Murphy (Manager)
ALL-TIME SCORES/PLAYERS
Wednesday, May 28, 1952 LA SALLE COLLEGIAN
Basketball Champs of the Past
Many times during the bas-
ketball season the Collegian
has mentioned that this was La
Salle's Golden Jubilee year in
the cage sport. Taking the
National Invitation Tournament
crown this year was certainly a
fitting climax to fifty years of
basketball at La Salle College.
But what about the past?
What have La Salle teams done
in the past? We know that for
the last five years we have been
right up there with the nation's
top quintets. But what about
the teams of the distant past?
Here it is! (Picture below)
The first basketball team in the
history of La Salle College —
the Explorer team of 1902.
You didn't know they had bas-
ketball way back there! They
sure did. And furthermore La
Salle had a championship team
as can be seen from the basket-
ball in the photo.
The team of 1 902 was com-
posed of Al Bloom, Coach
"Snake"' Deal, Charlie Bau-
ver (top row, standing) ; Andy
McCrudden, Bill McNichol,
Dick Bloom, Joe Ruff, Jack
Maynes (second row, seated) ;
and Jim McGrain, John Shields
and Jake Beiler (seated on
floor).
"Will you see the players well bestowed? Do you hear, let them be well used; for
they are the abstracts and brief chronicles of the time..." William Shakespeare, Hamlet
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ALL-TIME
SCORES
1931-32 (Won 11. Lost 9)
Opponent LSC OPP
Alumni 39 11
Delaware 25 33
Temple Pharmacy 35 11
WestChester 38 20
Seton Hall 28 34
Phila. Textiles 31 10
Mt St. Mary's 27 33
Ursinus 29 26
Susquehanna 17 11
Elizabethtown 46 14
Head Coach Thomas Conley
1932-33 (Won 13. Lost 3)
Opponent LSC OPP
Seton Hall 31 28
PennA.C 28 19
Catholic U 33 21
Cooper Union 33 16
Mt. St. Marys 14 21
Seton Hall 20 37
Baltimore U 25 14
West Chester 33 30
Head Coach; Thomas Conley
1933-34 (Won 12. Lost 3)
Opponent LSC OPP
PennA.C 29 18
Pennsylvania 22 35
Catholic U 34 30
Niagara 28 33
Baltimore U 35 32
St. Thomas 25 22
WestChester 37 23
Head Coach: Leonard Tanseer
1934-35 (Won 15. Lost 6)
Opponent LSC OPP
Phila. Pharmacy 62 33
PennA.C 34 38
Catholic U 29 24
Upsala 51 22
Mt. St. Mary's 27 14
PennA.C 44 23
St. Thomas 39 33
Seton Hall 30 21
St. Joseph's 23 25
Catholic U 21 30
Seton Hall 35 19
Head Coach Leonard Tanseer
Opponent LSC OPP
Temple Pharmacy 33 17
Gallaudet 17 23
Penn AC 38 37
Princeton 24 25
Seton Hall 34 24
Mt St Mary's 24 32
Manhattan 34 32
WestChester 15 18
Haverford 29 32
St Thomas 16 33
Opponent LSC OPP
Susquehanna 39 26
St. Thomas 29 38
WestChester 30 27
St. Thomas 36 25
Rider 39 29
PennA.C 32 25
Mt. St. Mary's 32 14
Delaware 38 27
Opponent LSC OPP
St. Joseph's 27 15
Morris Harvey 38 36
West Chester 25 24
Phila. Osteopathy 32 13
St. Joseph's 39 20
Villanova 23 25
Opponent LSC OPP
Davis-Elkins 34 24
Brooklyn College 28 17
Villanova 21 22
St. Joseph's 32 25
Phila. Pharmacy 52 35
Pennsylvania 22 33
St Joseph's 25 26
Rider 44 35
Baltimore U 30 25
Villanova 29 23
1935-36 (Won 4. Lost 13)
Opponent LSC OPP
Pennsylvania 28 36
Upsala 31 24
PennA.C 23 40
St Joseph's 19 23
PMC 36 30
WestChester 20 39
Long Island 9 49
Catholic U 35 33
St. John's (NY) 26 40
Head Coach: Leonard Tanseer
1936-37 (Won 12. Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP
Phila. Pharmacy 41 15
Alumni 42 22
Pennsylvania 25 26
Roanoke 32 29
Temple 37 31
St. Joseph's 20 25
Long Island 30 34
Catholic U 24 20
Rider 34 31
PMC 51 34
Head Coach: Leonard Tanseer
1937-38 (Won 9. Lost 8)
Opponent LSC OPP
Seton Hall 28 38
Alumni 33 16
St. Thomas 26 36
PMC 25 22
West Chester 47 34
Temple 22 37
St. Joseph's 22 18
Head Coach: Leonard Tanseer
1938-39 (Won 13. Lost 6)
Opponent LSC OPP
Roanoke 30 31
Alumni 34 24
Seton Hall 34 32
Illinois Wesleyan 25 23
Millersville 31 30
Temple 38 27
West Chester 46 31
Scranton 25 33
Mt. St. Mary's 34 26
PMC 31 36
Head Coach Leonard Tanseer
1939-40 (Won 12. Lost 8)
Opponent LSC OPP
Wyomissing 53 44
Millersville 35 27
Loyola 34 31
Scranton 41 23
West Chester 37 21
Washington College .... 46 33
Oklahoma A & M 16 33
Davis-Elkins 35 32
Santa Clara 29 54
Akron 33 30
Head Coach Leonard Tanseer
Opponent LSC OPP
St. Joseph's 20 40
Rider 27 29
St. Thomas 19 36
West Chester 30 36
PMC 32 43
Phila. Pharmacy 29 16
St. Thomas 32 33
Catholic U 37 45
Opponent LSC OPP
Providence 47 36
West Chester 39 24
St. Francis (NY) 31 25
PMC 32 21
St. Thomas 25 31
St. Joseph's 25 28
Catholic U 35 36
West Chester 27 28
St Thomas 35 32
Opponent LSC OPP
Rider 41 27
St. Francis (NY) 28 26
Westminster 20 45
PMC 40 46
CCNY 23 40
Seton Hall 27 29
Long Island 36 35
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 40 29
St. Francis 36 26
St. Joseph's 32 31
Lebanon Valley 49 41
CCNY 39 43
West Chester 48 40
PMC 46 28
Catholic U 40 45
Long Island 21 28
Opponent LSC OPP
Butler 37 46
Temple 37 39
St. Francis (NY) 35 32
Tulsa 36 46
West Chester 27 35
Duquesne 23 27
St. Joseph's 28 33
PMC 50 31
Catholic U 40 29
Manhattan 46 33
Charley McGlone Ken Loeffler
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1940 41 [Won 11. Lost 8)
Opponent LSC OPP
Loyola 39 34
Wyomissing 54 41
Morris-Harvey 34 28
Washington College .... 51 22
Rice 45 51
Santa Clara 41 37
Davis-Elkins 44 43
Moravian 48 22
Temple 22 27
Canisius 43 37
Head Coach Leonard Tanseer
1941-42 (Won 12. Lost 11)
Opponent LSC OPP
Alumni 48 26
Morris-Harvey 39 27
Washington College .... 32 16
Millersville 54 44
Niagara 37 40
Rice 41 51
Davis-Elkins 44 33
Scranton 44 35
Newark U 67 20
St Joseph's 53 58
St. Francis (NY) 34 50
Scranton 34 29
Head Coach Obie O'Brien
1942-43 (Won 13, Lost 9]
Opponent LSC OPP
Loyola 51 31
Ft Dix 43 31
Millersville 50 34
Rider 60 33
Marshall (WV) 32 56
Wyoming-Hall 32 56
North Carolina 58 37
Moravian 59 54
Aberdeen 33 42
Aberdeen 40 54
St. Joseph's 45 48
Head Coach 'Obie' O'Brien
1943-44 (Won 7. Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP
St Joseph's 33 53
Ft Miles 47 28
Marines 42 30
Ft Miles 59 47
Marines 44 37
Alantic City Navy Air ... 40 41
Loyola 45 53
Head Coach Joseph Meehan
1944-45 (Won 11. Lost 8)
Opponent LSC OPP
Alumni 58 34
Morehead 47 54
Scranton 65 46
Lafayette 45 52
Kutztown 53 54
Loyola (MO) 82 42
Atlantic City Hospital ... 66 64
Atlantic City Navy 37 40
Rider 56 45
Atlantic City Navy 44 52
Head Coach Joe Meehan
Opponent LSC OPP
Scranton 45 47
West Chester 43 31
Manhattan 44 53
St. Joseph's 40 48
Long Island 41 42
Muhlenberg 49 51
LSC Faculty 50 35
Alumni 43 36
Toledo 43 56
Opponent LSC OPP
Columbus 45 47
Loyola 46 26
CCNY 45 48
Rider 43 22
Temple 38 48
Moravian 60 50
Long Island 37 61
Seton Hall 37 40
Toledo 37 65
Muhlenberg 39 37
Yale & Towne 43 48
Opponent LSC OPP
Coast Guard 58 37
Rider 42 38
St. Francis 41 47
Arnold 83 48
Alumni 63 43
Scranton 51 38
Temple 43 47
Seton Hall 27 38
Newark 50 35
LIU 51 46
Toledo 46 68
Opponent LSC OPP
Rider 45 44
Haverford 42 56
Temple 45 73
Haverford 50 53
Marine Qt 44 29
Cost Guard 51 52
Atlantic City Navy Air .
.
61 42
Opponent LSC OPP
Cost Guard 44 58
Drexel 95 34
Kutztown 64 48
St Joseph's 36 39
Loyola 59 44
US Marines 78 53
Drexel 75 46
Rider 69 63
Oklahoma U 38 52
Hubie Marshall
1945-46 (Won 9. Lost 14)
Opponent LSC OPP
Alumni 66 43
Loyola 45 42
CCNY 52 94
Muhlenberg 33 51
Phila. Navy 48 71
Coast Guard 59 46
Swarthmore 65 40
Temple 60 70
Lakehurst 58 51
Rider 48 74
Lafayette 49 57
Albright 59 63
Head Coach Joe Meehan
1946-47 (Won 20. Lost 6)
Opponent LSC OPP
Boston College 76 41
Lock Haven 69 36
Loyola (MD) 71 46
Seton Hall 42 56
Scranton 82 36
Gettysburg 67 48
Alumni 49 28
Utah 44 51
Muhlenberg 44 59
Pennsylvania 56 68
North Carolina U 65 62
Albright 65 62
Millersville 74 32
"Middle Atlantic Conference Playoffs
Head Coach Charles McGlone
1947-48 (Won 20. Lost 4)
Opponent LSC OPP
Alumni 71 35
Millersville 63 47
Loyola (MD) 64 62
Moravian 79 58
Arkansas 69 58
Lebanon Valley 77
Southern California 61
52 46
Lafayette 43 39
i 67 59
Scranton 73
Georgetown 48 35
'National lnvitation.il rourna
Head Coach Charles McGlone
Bernie Williams
Opponent LSC OPP
Catholic U 54 37
St Joseph's 38 36
Scranton 41 65
Naval Hospital 69 71
Georgetown 55 53
Loyola (MD) 54 43
Gettysburg 54 79
Albright 61 67
Rider 65 75
Manhattan 45 52
Georgetown 37 54
Opponent LSC OPP
Temple 73 71
PMC 95 20
Loyola (MD) 59 49
Catholic U 68 33
St Joseph's 48 45
Georgetown 59 65
Lebanon Valley 72 59
Albright 55 47
Seton Hall 54 46
St Francis (PA) 67 55
St Francis (NY) 53 44
'Swarthmore 47 43
Muhlenberg 41 45
Opponent LSC OPP
Temple 52 54
Wesleyan 69 66
Albright 68 30
St Joseph s 65 70
MMD) 74 58
53 52
.ivania 55 43
Muhlenberg 74 68
59 50
Cincinnati 4/ 55
78 62
- Uicky 60 68
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1948-49 (Won 21. Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP
Lock Haven 67 38
Loyola (MD) 78 57
Brigham Young 76 54
Millersville 65 52
Albright 58 45
Georgia Tech 67 59
Louisville 76 71
San Francisco 45 51
Muhlenberg 73 56
Holy Cross 63 61
Loyola (MD) 85 61
Toledo 62 51
Baldwin-Wallace 49 52
Temple 36 54
'Cincinnati Invitational Tournament
Head Coach: Charles McGlone
1949-50 (Won 21. Lost 4)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 76 41
DePaul 49 41
Loyola (MD) 73 51
Temple 60 55
UCLA 57 62
San Francisco 44 46
Georgetown 90 58
Western Kentucky 80 69
Bowling Green 72 62
Bloomsburg 67 41
N. Carolina State 66 51
Albright 84 37
St. Joseph's 74 53
'National Invitational Tournament
Head Coach: Ken Loeffler
1950-51 (Won 22. Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 57 39
Loyola (MD) 70 42
Albright 58 51
St. Joseph's 81 63
Gettysburg 70 65
Niagara 82 56
Western Kentucky 63 73
Idaho 60 49
Temple 82 65
Baldwin-Wallace 86 67
Bowling Green 85 57
Duquesne 43 53
Geneva 87 58
St. Joseph's 77 60
Scranton 80 60
'National Invitational Tournament
Head Coach: Ken Loeffler
Opponent LSC OPP
Canisius 59 43
Muhlenberg 57 55
St. Joseph's 78 41
Bowling Green 45 51
Cincinnati 42 36
Manhattan 76 46
Pennsylvania 64 44
Georgetown 62 45
Lafayette 61 37
Manhattan 53 62
N. Carolina State 56 60
Gettysburg 93 60
'Cincinnati 49 50
'William & Mary 63 51
Opponent LSC OPP
Temple 67 51
St. Joseph's 79 50
Baldwin-Wallace 91 65
Toledo 55 59
Loyola (MD) 71 59
Muhlenberg 87 60
Manhattan 65 60
Cincinnati 76 65
Gettysburg 61 50
Boston College 83 61
'Arizona 72 66
'Duquesne 47 49
Opponent LSC OPP
N. Carolina State 74 76
Loyola (MD) 71 42
Temple 54 59
Lafayette 71 64
Miami (FL) 95 84
Miami (FL) 75 77
George Washington .... 85 63
Georgetown 79 74
Muhlenberg 69 55
Manhattan 64 63
Cincinnati 61 62
Lafayette 66 59
Muhlenberg 83 55
'St Louis 61 73
1951-52 (Won 25. Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP
Loyola (MD) 93 66
Niagara 85 74
Millersville 66 45
West Chester 85 55
Lafayette 62 52
Albright 76 68
Delaware 85 44
Western Kentucky 67 58
St. Louis 46 62
Temple 75 59
Eastern Kentucky 77 56
Scranton 92 55
Muhlenberg 95 77
Loyola (MD) 91 65
St. Joseph's 53 54
Temple 65 50
'National Invitational Tournament-Champions
tU.S. Olympic Trials
Head Coach: Ken Loeffler
Opponent LSC OPP
Duquesne 60 71
Youngstown 57 68
Geneva 103 74
Murray State 105 82
Pennsylvania 75 58
St. Joseph's 68 50
Georgetown 68 70
Manhattan 77 55
Muhlenberg 92 77
'Seton Hall 80 76
'St. John's 51 45
'Duquesne 59 46
'Dayton 75 64
tSt. John's 71 62
{Kansas 65 70
tPhillips Oilers 58 92
1952-53 (Won 25. Lost 3)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 83 38
Niagara 87 76
Albright 101 62
Westchester 111 60
Dayton 73 64
SW Missouri State 77 70
Arizona 87 68
Stanford 95 80
'DePaul 61 63
'Cincinnati 86 81
'N.Y.U 80 63
Wake Forest 76 59
Loyola (MD) 89 47
Muhlenberg 97 77
'Holiday Festival
tNational Invitational Tournament
Head Coach: Ken Loeffler
1953-54 (Won 26. Lost 4)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 79 57
West Chester 65 51
Albright 76 46
Niagara 66 74
Lafayette 88 70
Georgetown 58 49
'UCLA 62 53
•Kentucky 60 73
tSt. Louis 77 63
{Niagara 50 69
t Brigham Young 74 62
Temple 77 53
Loyola (MD) 97 62
Muhlenberg 85 65
Manhattan 69 61
'Kentucky Invitational
fHoliday Festival
1954-55 (Won 26. Lost 5)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 88 72
Loyola (South) 85 71
PMC 94 39
Niagara (OT) 76 75
Lafayette 76 60
Utah 69 79
'Southern California .... 49 38
•Kentucky 54 63
tSyracuse 103 54
tU.CL.A 85 77
{Duquesne 65 67
St. Louis 88 79
Brandeis 102 56
Muhlenberg 88 79
Lebanon Valley 112 70
WestChester 85 50
'Kentucky Invitational
fHoliday Festival
Opponent LSC OPP
Manhattan 63 52
DePaul 62 68
St. Joseph's 79 52
Eastern Kentucky 89 67
Loyola (MD) 73 61
Duquesne 74 66
St. Joseph's 75 63
Temple 57 42
Muhlenberg 106 73
Georgetown 73 68
Lafayette 56 50
Youngstown 94 41
Temple 65 45
tSt John's (NY) 74 75
Opponent LSC OPP
Dayton 82 58
N. Carolina State 83 79
St. Joseph's 73 57
Dickinson 78 51
Furman 100 83
lona 82 69
Temple 56 57
Fordham 61 56
St. Joseph's 78 64
St. Louis 96 82
{Fordham (OT) 76 74
{N Carolina State 88 81
{Navy 64 48
{Penn State 69 54
{Bradley 92 76
{NCAA Tournament-Champions
Head Coach: Ken Loeffler
Opponent LSC OPP
N. Carolina State 73 76
St. Joseph's 82 56
Georgetown 85 58
Georgetown 74 46
Manhattan 76 62
Richmond 91 80
Albright 80 69
Muhlenberg 85 71
Fordham 64 49
Temple (OT) 59 57
{West Virginia 95 61
{Princeton 73 46
{Canisius 99 64
{Iowa 76 73
{San Francisco 63 77
{NCAA Tournament
Head Coach Ken Loeffler
Larry Cannon Bobby Fields
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1955-56 (Won 15. Lost 10)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 88 70
Muhlenberg 58 69
Albright 96 63
Niagara 70 72
Lafayette 95 81
Bradley 78 93
*San Francisco 62 79
'Syracuse 75 72
*St. John's (NY) 85 76
St. Joseph's 56 60
West Virginia 87 71
Syracuse 71 64
Pennsylvania 64 52
'Holiday Festival
Head Coach: Jim Pollard
1956-57 (Won 17. Lost 9}
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 61 53
Albright 75 52
Lafayette 75 84
Bradley 87 77
Niagara 83 74
Indiana 80 93
N. Carolina State 83 78
•Western Kentucky 76 89
•Seton Hall 82 72
•Valparaiso 103 73
Manhattan 81 72
St. Joseph's 85 97
Cincinnati 58 74
"Orange Bowl Classic
Head Coach: Jim Pollard
1957-58 (Won 16. Lost 9)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 80 90
Albright 83 55
Lafayette 82 74
Manhattan 72 59
Pennsylvania 66 67
Niagara (OT) 69 68
"Virginia 72 64
•Richmond (OT) 59 55
Syracuse (OT) 59 55
Muhlenberg 67 61
Villanova (OT) 111 105
Duquesne 55 74
Georgetown 62 64
•Richmond Invitational-Champions
Head Coach Jim Pollard
1958-59 (Won 16. Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 85 58
Niagara 56 72
Lafayette 84 77
Lehigh 81 47
N. Carolina State 67 82
Western Kentucky 84 75
Manhattan 78 71
Bucknell 70 68
Muhlenberg 92 77
Syracuse 79 71
Temple 67 64
Camsius 77 64
Head Coach Donald "Dudey" Moore
Opponent LSC OPP
Seton Hall 63 64
Richmond 74 59
Georgetown (OT) 63 67
Fordham 69 84
Furman 73 65
Temple 57 60
Muhlenberg 81 70
Scranton 82 51
Westchester 90 78
Villanova 71 64
Dickinson 98 57
Villanova 73 76
Opponent LSC OPP
Westchester 57 51
Syracuse 82 94
Pennsylvania 84 73
Muhlenberg 68 93
Georgetown 62 75
Seton Hall 61 70
Temple 63 61
Duquesne 87 80
Muhlenberg 99 82
Richmond 60 52
Fordham 84 66
Villanova 75 61
St. Joseph's 61 57
Opponent LSC OPP
Valparaiso 97 86
Xavier (Ohio) 65 76
Muhlenberg 82 80
St. Bonaventure 71 91
Temple 61 71
West Chester 68 66
Scranton 86 60
N Carolina State 62 71
St Joseph's 77 82
Morehead State 89 86
Seton Hall 80 79
Villanova 75 64
Opponent LSC OPP
Western Kentucky 74 96
Pennsylvania 70 73
Muhlenberg 75 92
Seton Hall 83 69
Georgetown 102 72
Duquesne 72 65
Albright 93 62
St Joseph's 63 70
WestChester 85 67
Xavier (Ohio) 99 80
Villanova 57 63
1959-60 (Won 16. Lost 6)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 76 80
Bucknell 84 62
Lehigh 86 54
Manhattan 71 58
Lafayette 81 73
Niagara 64 48
Camsius 82 68
Duquesne 68 65
Morehead State 63 58
Syracuse (20T) 84 91
Georgetown 80 79
Head Coach: Donald "Dudey" Moore
1960-61 (Won 15. Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 82 48
Albright 65 62
Rutgers 85 63
Niagara 71 77
Bucknell 79 69
Muhlenberg 84 67
N. Carolina State 68 71
Miami (FL) 88 74
Lehigh 77 62
Manhattan 74 68
Pennsylvania 67 63
West Chester 83 67
Head Coach: Donald "Dudey" Moore
1961-62 (Won 16. Lost 9)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 102 62
Albright 78 69
Niagara 64 78
Lehigh 71 59
Pennsylvania 69 57
•Dartmouth 87 60
'Cincinnati 56 64
•Dayton 67 81
Manhattan 76 69
Muhlenberg 90 51
Syracuse 69 53
Gettysburg 44 57
Miami (FL) 73 61
"Holiday Festival
Head Coach Donald "Dudey" Moore
1962-63 (Won 16. Lost 81
Opponent LSC OPP
Creighton 72 91
Lafayette 95 59
Niagara 76 79
Lehigh 85 34
Albright 67 57
Bucknell 105 55
'Brigham Young 73 84
•Delaware 80 64
•Bowling Green (OT) .... 74 67
Miami (FL) 78 76
Muhlenberg 88 49
Manhattan 78 61
•Quaker City Tournament
tNational Invitational Tournament
Head Coach Donald "Dudey" Moore
1963-64 (Won 16. Lost 9)
Opponent LSC OPP
Albright 76 44
Creighton 62 77
Louisville 60 70
Bucknell 93 75
Lehigh 68 40
Niagara 58 54
•Northwestern 91 69
•Georgetown 80 69
•St Bonaventure 83 80
Pennsylvania 61 58
Lafayette 100 86
Syracuse 63 61
Duquesne 58 89
•Quaker City Tournament Champions
Head Coach Bob Walters
Opponent LSC OPP
Western Kentucky 70 76
WestChester 85 68
St. Joseph's 80 73
Albright 73 67
Muhlenberg 86 63
Pennsylvania 62 66
Temple 53 77
Muhlenberg 91 59
N Carolina State 65 80
Scranton 82 77
Villanova 52 68
Opponent LSC OPP
Temple 57 63
Western Kentucky 69 73
St. Joseph's 54 65
Gettysburg 67 62
Muhlenberg 81 64
Syracuse 81 75
Boston U Cancelled
Lafayette 104 86
Camsius 73 94
Villanova 76 71
Duquesne 63 78
Opponent LSC OPP
Duquesne 66 80
Temple 51 64
Bucknell 91 78
Fordham 60 56
Delaware 69 68
Camsius 73 63
St. Joseph's 72 71
Lafayette 69 73
Villanova 63 65
Georgetown 78 76
Western Kentucky 88 84
Villanova 67 75
Opponent LSC OPP
Seton Hall 89 80
Delaware 64 62
Temple 81 71
Gettysburg 80 65
Syracuse 74 66
Pennsylvania 74 78
Camsius 53 76
Duquesne 73 69
St Joseph's 49 66
Georgetown 75 72
Villanova 47 63
tSt Louis 61 62
Opponent LSC OPP
Miami (FL) 99 121
Georgetown 81 85
Gettysburg 50 46
St Joseph's 80 70
Manhattan 75 62
Villanova 63 59
Seton Hall 68 75
Temple 57 63
Camsius 91 81
Western Kentucky 95 107
Utah State 90 85
Loyola (LA) 61 63
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1964-65 (Won 15. Lost 8)
Opponent LSC OPP
Albright 81 57
Delaware 97 47
Miami (FL) 90 86
Niagara 67 59
Seattle 74 76
Pennsylvania 78 64
*St. John's 71 78
•Temple 83 70
"Syracuse 73 70
Louisville 80 92
Villanova 72 86
Duquesne 83 69
"Holiday Festival
fNational Inviational Tournament
Head Coach: Bob Walters
1965-66 (Won 10. Lost 15)
Opponent LSC OPP
Albright 97 73
Western Kentucky 67 93
Seton Hall 92 93
Georgetown 99 101
Bucknell 87 68
Niagara (OT) 87 88
"Bngham Young 71 69
"Temple (OT) 59 66
"Minnesota 87 92
St. Joseph's 69 92
Pennsylvania 76 90
Syracuse 85 98
Duquesne 77 79
"Quaker City Tournament
Head Coach: Joe Heyer
1966-67 (Won 14. Lost 12)
Opponent LSC OPP
Gettysburg 103 67
Miami (FL) 99 82
Niagara 69 72
Albright 84 50
•Nebraska 99 76
"Vanderbilt 95 100
Pennsylvania 85 83
Louisville 88 106
tSyracuse 84 88
tNiagara 86 72
{Bowling Green 78 77
St. Francis (PA) 84 74
American (OT) 90 94
"Vanderbilt Invitational
tQuaker City Tournament
{.Middle Atlantic Conference Playoffs
Head Coach: Joe Heyer
Opponent LSC OPP
Syracuse 81 104
Lafayette 91 73
Loyola (LA) 72 69
Temple 81 74
Gettysburg 91 68
Creighton 66 84
Seton Hall 101 71
Western Kentucky 91 77
Georgetown 88 80
St. Joseph's 85 93
tDetroit 86 93
Opponent LSC OPP
Creighton 90 104
Utah State 97 109
Seattle 68 84
American 103 93
Lafayette 81 93
Villanova 78 70
Gettysburg 99 76
Temple 86 85
lona 94 72
Canisius 95 81
Louisville 96 92
Miami (FL) 102 108
Opponent LSC OPP
Syracuse 81 102
Western Kentucky 86 95
Creighton (OT) 88 83
Loyola (LA) 125 80
Temple 65 79
Oklahoma City 108 97
Duquesne 77 66
Villanova 59 68
Canisius 75 93
St. Joseph's 85 96
Lafayette 85 72
tSt. Joseph's 73 70
{Temple 61 78
1967-68 (Won 20. Lost
Opponent
Rider
Gettysburg
Albright
Bucknell
Niagara
"Providence
"N. Carolina State
fLouisville
tWest Virginia
{Syracuse
Miami (FL)
St. Joseph's
Loyola (LA)
Syracuse
"Boston Garden Invitational
fHoliday Festival
{Middle Atlantic Conference
§NCAA Tournament
Head Coach: Jim Harding
8)
LSC OPP
59 50
96 58
82 40
84 69
83 100
56 77
68
71
100
78
92
103
71
105
63
94
83
Opponent LSC OPP
Western Kentucky 79 84
Pennsylvania 45 57
Duquesne (OT) 80 79
Creighton 71 77
WestChester 79 55
Lafayette 74 45
Temple 64 60
American 74 65
Canisius 80 64
Villanova 56 64
Morehead State 81 73
American 84 57
{Temple 87 69
§Columbia 69 83
Playoff Champions
1968-69 (Won 23. Lost 1)
Opponent LSC OPP
Baltimore 100 57
Rider 79 59
Miami (FL) 96 71
Niagara 88 73
Canisius 68 56
Albright 91 65
*Penn State 70 55
"Indiana 108 88
"South Carolina 59 62
Hofstra 89 68
Creighton 103 84
Syracuse 83 63
"Quaker City Tournament
Head Coach: Tom Gola
1969-70 (Won 14. Lost 12)
Opponent LSC OPP
Hofstra 83 64
Albright 95 59
Eastern Kentucky 84 82
Marshall 88 97
WestChester 92 80
"Yale 81 59
"Tennessee 46 55
tGeorgia 76 66
tCornell 68 56
fColumbia 89 74
St. Joseph's (2 OT) 99 101
Syracuse 108 101
Temple 61 69
"Volunteer Classic
tQuaker City Tournament-Champions
Head Coach: Tom Gola
1970-71 (Won 20. Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP
Albright 89 59
Long Island 68 53
Miami (FL) 97 77
Marshall 76 75
West Chester 82 68
Pennsylvania 88 107
"Georgia 50 42
"Boston College 75 63
Tulsa 63 61
Temple 63 58
Western Kentucky 91 76
Niagara 96 79
Lafayette 93 82
Drexel 81 63
"Charlotte Invitational-Champions
|MAC Playoffs
^National Invitational Tournament
Head Coach: Paul Westhead
Opponent LSC OPP
Western Kentucky 88 81
Pennsylvania 78 64
Temple 101 85
St. Francis (PA) 107 95
Loyola (LA) 102 65
Lafayette 97 65
Villanova 74 67
American 96 72
St. Joseph's 84 67
Duquesne 85 71
Detroit 98 96
WestChester 91 73
Opponent LSC OPP
Western Kentucky 80 102
Loyola (South) 85 79
Creighton 77 86
Duquesne 64 67
Pennsylvania 67 76
Canisius 70 80
Lafayette 102 73
Detroit 77 81
American 106 86
Niagara 101 90
Miami (FL) 96 103
Villanova 85 96
Rider 72 66
Opponent LSC OPP
Hofstra 79 62
Loyola (LA) 74 53
Syracuse 68 75
Canisius 92 55
Villanova 73 69
Duquesne 86 95
Creighton 64 61
American 62 54
St. Joseph's 56 66
Rider (OT) 82 84
fLafayette 74 71
tSt. Joseph's (OT) 76 81
{Georgia Tech 67 70
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Paul Westhead
ALL-TIME SCORES
1971-72 (Won a Lost 19)
Opponent LSC OPP
Lehigh 64 69
Hofstra 56 58
Niagara 70 71
Tulsa 77 80
West Chester 86 62
'Baylor 81 68
•Nebraska 60 75
fBoston College 61 62
fFairfield 108 96
{Massachusetts 82 75
St. Joseph's 55 72
Lafayette 66 86
Western Kentucky 84 103
'Cornhusker Classic
tOuaker City Tournament
Head Coach: Paul Westhead
1972-73 (Won 15. Lost 10)
Opponent LSC OPP
Lehigh 75 59
Army 73 63
Biscayne 69 67
*USF 73 74
•Santa Clara (OT) 69 71
Eastern Michigan 93 66
West Chester 92 52
tS. California 77 72
fNew Mexico State 76 70
tSt. Joseph's 52 77
St. Joseph's 55 68
Rider 78 67
Hofstra 76 55
"Cable Car Classic
tQuaker City Tournament
Head Coach: Paul Westhead
1973-74 (Won 18. Lost 10)
Opponent LSC OPP
Lehigh 87 37
Army 83 71
Hotstra 66 53
Syracuse 68 75
Holy Cross 94 80
Pennsylvania 82 84
"Wake Forest 90 95
•Western Kentucky 76 65
#Stanford 77 66
#Manhattan 65 73
#Pnnceton 83 78
Niagara 67 65
Western Kentucky 84 85
(OT)
Drexel 85 73
'Big Sun Tournament
#Holiday Festival
fMAC Playoffs
Head Coach: Paul Westhead
1974-75 (Won 22. Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP
Army 76 71
Lehigh 89 66
Biscayne 74 71
Lafayette 71 58
Holy Cross 89 65
Camsius 69 70
"Clemson 67 63
'Texas Tech 73 64
fFurman 69 64
tAlabama 77 73
Hofstra 91 64
Memphis State 93 84
Niagara 81 71
St Joseph's 68 60
Pennsylvania 67 65
"Dayton Invitational-Champions
tSugar Bowl Classic-Champions
#East Coast Conference Playoff Champions
tNCAA Tournament
Head Coach: Paul Westhead
Opponent LSC OPP
Loyola (LA) 80 86
American 59 53
Pennsylvania 66 80
Canisius 80 78
Temple 56 67
Notre Dame 71 97
Drexel 64 77
Holy Cross 79 85
Biscayne 93 103
Duquesne 69 81
Syracuse 80 87
Villanova 73 86
Opponent LSC OPP
Lafayette 68 77
Niagara 80 72
Pennsylvania 45 57
Duquesne 69 67
Western Kentucky 108 80
Syracuse 84 91
Canisius 96 85
Notre Dame 71 87
Drexel 72 57
Temple 54 56
American 79 88
Villanova 101 79
Opponent LSC OPP
Lafayette 87 66
Biscayne 97 75
Canisius 81 89
St Joseph's 73 75
Temple 78 54
Notre Dame 78 98
American 95 83
Westchester 73 53
Duquesne 63 81
Villanova 104 66
Rutgers 82 76
fDelaware 78 69
tRider 84 68
tSt. Joseph's 71 76
Opponent LSC OPP
WestChester 89 72
Duquesne 88 79
Western Kentucky 87 91
Syracuse 78 82
Drexel 80 63
Temple 74 63
Villanova (OT) 74 73
Notre Dame 75 91
American 62 68
Rutgers 82 96
#Bucknell 85 74
^American 56 52
HLafayette 92 85
{Syracuse (OT) 83 87
-'
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1975-76 (Won 11. Lost 15)
Opponent LSC OPP
Delaware 100 86
Widener 73 68
Alabama 57 78
Hofstra 72 64
Manhattan 78 79
Canisius 103 72
'Texas A & M 59 57
•Kansas 73 74
Maine 104 88
#Michigan 71 86
#Houston 87 90
Western Kentucky (OT) . 104 100
Syracuse 77 82
•Jay Hawk Classic
#Las Vegas Tournament
Head Coach: Paul Westhead
1976-77 (Won 17. Lost 12)
Opponent LSC OPP
Widener 72 52
Vermont 75 68
Alabama 77 82
Delaware 97 84
Biscayne 112 70
Maine 91 76
{Tennessee 85 92
tSMU 94 86
#San Diego State 88 84
#Washington 94 114
Rhode Island 61 70
Canisius 61 49
Drexel 55 51
St. Joseph's 69 61
West Chester 63 60
fVolunteer Classic
#Cabnllo Classic
•ECC Playoffs
Head Coach: Paul Westhead
1977-78 (Won 1 a Lost 12)
Opponent LSC OPP
Widener 83 75
Bucknell 92 77
Rhode Island 73 78
'East Carolina 96 95
'UNCC 67 68
Pennsylvania 75 78
WLouisville 85 113
#Ohio State 83 86
Western Kentucky 78 64
Niagara 116 97
Hofstra 97 87
Drexel 80 79
Duquesne 79 74
WestChester 116 84
Syracuse 96 106
'First Union Invitational
^Louisville Classic
•ECC Playoff Champions
tNCAA Tournament
Head Coach Paul Westhead
Kurt Kanaskie
Opponent LSC OPP
Drexel 64 77
St. Joseph's 75 86
Biscayne 83 64
Providence 75 73
Memphis State 77 81
Temple 63 67
Notre Dame 89 108
American 61 63
Villanova 75 72
Niagara 53 69
Duquesne 72 76
Pennsylvania 56 58
Cleveland State 90 72
Opponent LSC OPP
Duquesne 62 64
Western Kentucky 93 79
Dickinson 82 61
Villanova 71 70
American 86 76
Hofstra 89 93
Temple 75 87
Niagara 64 66
Providence 62 75
Pennsylvania 70 80
Notre Dame 77 113
•Delaware 84 77
•Lafayette 86 80
•Hofstra 81 92
Opponent LSC OPP
Duke 81 91
Biscayne 89 84
Temple 82 75
Notre Dame 90 95
St Joseph's 82 74
American 64 62
Canisius 77 78
Stetson 77 72
Villanova 79 82
St Bonaventure 95 108
Vermont 100 64
•St Joseph's 89 82
•Delaware 97 85
•Temple 73 72
tVillanova 97 103
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ALL-TIME SCORES
1978-79 (Won 15. Lost 13)
Opponent LSC OPP
Bucknell 77 76
Kentucky 77 109
Duke 42 66
Delaware 102 98
Pennsylvania 67 68
Camsius 99 87
Florida Southern 73 84
Stetson 76 90
•Montana 78 91
*Cal State-Fullerton 75 84
Rhode Island 80 83
Lafayette 95 80
Western Kentucky 90 66
Rider 100 83
'Montana Classic
#ECC Playoffs
Head Coach' Paul Westhead
1979-80 (Won 22, Lost 9)
Opponent LSC OPP
Phila. Pharmacy 87 58
Alabama 82 80
Bucknell 79 80
Villanova 79 86
Rider 102 59
'Texas A&M 72 67
'Bngham Young (3 OT) .. 106 108
tUtah State 88 89
fldaho State 88 83
Niagara 95 83
Westchester 111 70
Stetson 74 64
Lafayette 80 81
Temple 62 67
Drexel 65 61
Delaware 78 59
'Cougar Classic
fLobo Invitational
•ECC Playoffs-Champions
1980-81 (Won 14. Lost 13)
Opponent LSC OPP
Vermont 81 61
Alabama 65 81
Bucknell 73 63
Xavier 70 65
Delaware 72 59
Villanova (3 0T) 84 83
'San Diego State 67 93
'Georgetown 63 79
Lafayette 69 60
Missouri 74 83
Camsius 79 81
Niagara (OT) 72 71
Hofstra 79 71
Rider 63 80
'Cabrillo Classic
•ECC Playoffs
Head Coach. Dave "Lefty" Ervin
1981-82 (Won 16. Lost 13)
Opponent LSC OPP
Duke 55 61
Delaware 71 66
Bucknell 55 53
WestChester 73 66
'Western Carolina 55 58
'Idaho State 68 86
tlona 71 95
tRice 64 58
Santa Clara 74 93
#South Florida 62 82
#St. Bonaventure 68 65
Notre Dame 66 61
Lafayette 65 67
American 69 87
Rider 79 70
'Cougar Classic
tGolden Gate Classic
Connecticut Mutual Classic
Opponent LSC OPP
WestChester 68 64
Niagara 88 74
Duguesne 89 90
Vermont 100 88
Drexel 88 74
Villanova 84 78
American 123 103
Temple 81 97
Lehigh 100 93
St. Joseph's 87 94
Hofstra 87 73
Notre Dame 70 93
#Hofstra 84 77
#St. Joseph's (0T) 63 68
Opponent LSC OPP
Notre Dame 62 60
St. Joseph's 57 58
Lehigh 90 79
Rhode Island 84 76
Hofstra 75 61
American 95 85
Pennsylvania 80 73
DePaul 75 91
Duquesne 91 79
Vermont 85 70
•Drexel 87 76
•Temple 70 62
•Lafayette 70 62
•St. Joseph's 59 49
#Purdue 82 90
#NCAA Tournament
Head Coach: Dave "Lefty" Ervin
Opponent LSC OPP
WestChester 90 73
Dayton 76 68
DePaul 62 69
Lehigh 73 67
St. Joseph's 58 56
Notre Dame 59 60
Duquesne 66 62
American 69 71
Pennsylvania 62 67
Temple 62 84
Drexel 63 52
Rhode Island 60 70
•Drexel 66 69
Opponent LSC OPP
Pennsylvania 77 75
Villanova 82 117
Duquesne 80 79
Camsius 102 76
Dayton 77 84
Lehigh 94 69
St. Joseph's 77 83
Hofstra 67 64
Temple 72 86
Drexel 57 55
Stetson 71 69
•Bucknell 81 72
•West Chester 71 56
•St. Joseph's 71 83
•ECC Playoffs
Head Coach; Dave "Lefty" Ervin
1982-83 (Won 18. Lost 14)
Opponent LSC OPP
Bucknell 68 66
Delaware 55
Rhode Island 82
'Texas A&M 74
'Brown 61
Pennsylvania 72
Niagara
Cincinnati
#Wis. -Green Bay ...
Western Kentucky 62
Duke 60
Towson State 79
Duquesne 67
Villanova 71
Hofstra 78
Camsius 54
54
84
82
59
78
82 65
73 76
62 51
56
61
78
61
72
62
55
'Marshall Memorial Invitational
#Milwaukee Classic
•ECC Tournament Champions
Opponent
Rider
Notre Dame
St. Joseph's
Xavier
Dayton
Lehigh
American
Lafayette
Temple (OT)
Drexel
Vermont
•Delaware
•Rider
•American
tBoston U
fVA Commonwealth
tNCAA Tournament
Head Coach Dave "Lefty"
LSC OPP
69 71
56 68
79 60
85 109
73 79
46 44
63 65
79 61
79 84
63 61
1983-84 (Won 20. Lost 11)
Opponent LSC OPP
Monmouth 75 60
Vermont 91 75
Youngstown State 76 81
St. Joseph's 72 74
Army 56 55
Villanova 90 80
'George Washington 65 64
'Maryland 83 96
Notre Dame 68 66
Army 58 60
Fairfield 98 85
St. Peter's 64 57
Manhattan 74 72
Canisius 79 66
Holy Cross 74 85
Pennsylvania 96 85
'Maryland Invitational
#Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference Tournament
•National Invitational Tournament
Head Coach: Dave "Lefty" Ervin
1984-85 (Won 15. Lost 13)
Opponent LSU OPP
Monmouth 85 67
St. Mary's (CA) 59 69
'Bngham Young 74 73
'Stanford 73 84
Niagara 63 58
St. Joseph's 74 69
Temple 54 65
Villanova 63 80
#Fordham 67 74
#Dartmouth 84 55
lona 73 103
Army 80 63
Fairfield 95 89
St. Peter's 59 60
Opponent LSC
lona 95
Fordham 84
St. Peter's 67
Louisville 88
Fordham 68
Fairfield 94
Dayton 69
Manhattan 78
Holy Cross (OT) 91
lona 81
Temple (2 OT) 80
#Manhattan 76
#Fordham 60
#St. Peter's (OT) 63
•Pitt 91
'Apple Invitational
#Miller High Life Classic
1985-86 (Won 14. Lost 14)
Opponent LSU OPP
Monmouth 72 69
Niagara 92 75
Maine 103 70
Villanova 46 50
'Syracuse 72 97
'Ohio U 65 70
Pennsylvania 80 86
Princeton 58 48
Fordham 78 66
tfTemple 58 81
#Bowhng Green 94 54
St Peter's 63 69
Notre Dame 63 77
Fairfield 57 61
'Carrier Classic
#Jostens Classic
Opponent LSU
Manhattan 85
Holy Cross 80
Hartford 82
lona 77
Fordham 70
Pennsylvania 77
Army(OT) 85
Notre Dame 58
St. Peter's 70
Manhattan 65
Holy Cross 79
Fairfield (20T) 105
DePaul 60
•Army (OT) 64
•MAAC Tournament
Head Coach: Dave "Lefty" Ervin
Opponent LSU
Holy Cross 89
lona 66
Manhattan 89
lona 80
Army 52
Louisville 60
Fordham 54
St. Peter's 62
Fairfield 53
Holy Cross 81
Manhattan 101
Army 73
St. Joseph's 74
•Holy Cross 70
•MAAC Tournament
Head Coach Dave "Lefty" Ervin
87
102
68
75
75
67
Ervin
73
62
57
73
73
76
OPP
80
73
71
93
67
76
84
62
89
79
79
60
62
65
95
OPP
74
77
80
93
66
74
80
71
57
64
82
106
87
76
OPP
63
74
74
68
54
72
70
54
55
68
63
61
69
72
56
ALL-TIME
ROSTER
Tony Abbott, 1960-1963
Richard Adair, 1946-1948
Bob Alden, 1957-1960
Ed Altieri, 1951-1953
Bob Ames, 1953-1956
Mike Arizin, 1975-1976
B
Ray Bab, 1931-1932
Ray Bahr, 1931-1932; 1934-1935
Ralph Bantivoglio, 1957-1960
Ron Barnes, 1985-1986
Joe Barret, 1915-1916
Steve Baruffi, 1971-1974
Jim Baukal, 1983-1984
Charlie Bauver, 1902-1903
John Beck, 1960-1961
Dave Bednarik, 1965-1966; 1967-1968
George Bell, 1958-1959
Thomas Bell, 1941-1942
Fred Bernhardt, 1942-1943;
1946-1948
Steve Black, 1981-1985
Frank Blatcher, 1953-1956
Al Bloom, 1902-1903
Dick Bloom, 1902-1903
Mike Boligitz, 1984-1986
Ed Bowlier, 1960-1961
Bowman, 1931-1932
John Bradley, 1941-1943
Branigan, 1915-1916
Dick Breen, 1950-1953
John Brnich, 1939-1940
Barry Brodzinski, 1973-1976
John Brogan, 1958-1960
Hugh Brolly, 1957-1960
Michael Brooks, 1976-1980
John Brophy, 1946-1948
Joe Bryant, 1973-1975
Edward Burke, 1964-1967
Edward Burns, 1946-1947
Phil Burton, 1980-1983
Albert Butts, 1981-1984
Tony Abbott
Hugh Brolly
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ALL-TIME
ROSTER
Frank Callahan, 1914-1916
Greg Cannon, 1968-1971
Larry Cannon, 1966-1969
Joe Carey, 1958-1961
Tony Carney, 1949-1951
Harry Carpenter, 1962-1965
Daniel Carr, 1965-1966
Tom Carroll, 1939-1940
Daryle Charles, 1974-1976
Reggie Chennault, 1980-1981
Sidney Chilnich, 1942-43; 1946-47
Larry Chilson, 1960-1962
Clark, 1930-1931
Carlton Clark, 1981-1983
Close, 1930-1932
Coady, 1915-1916
Glenn Collier, 1973-1976
Collins, 1931-1932
Walter Colman, 1946-1950
Frank Comerford, 1946-1950
Craig Conlin, 1985-1986
Connelly, 1931-1932
Connolly, 1915-1916
James "Mo" Connolly, 1976-1980
T. Connor, 1899-1900
W. Connor, 1899-1900
William Connor, 1946-1948
John Connors, 1974-1976
Frank Corace, 1961-1964
Jim Crawford, 1970-1973
Joseph Cunanne, 1962-1965
Don Cunningham, 1956-1957
Varick Cutler, 1973-1976
Charlie Eltringham, 1955-1958
Dave "Lefty" Ervin, 1965-1968
Matt Fanning, 1947-1951
Al Ferner, 1956-1959
Bob Fields, 1969-1971
Frank Finegan, 1952-1954
Jim Flavin, 1961-1962
Ed Forrest, 1971-1972
Larry Foust, 1946-1949
Bill Fox, 1970-1973
Jack Fox, 1947-1948
Wally Fredericks, 1954-1957
Freeman, 1915-1916
Jack French, 1950-1953
George Friedrich, 1958-1962
Froio, 1930-1932
Curt Fromal, 1961-1962; 1963-1965
Tom Fuhs, 1970-1972
Thomas Danzi, 1963-1964
Dave Davis, 1979-1983
C. Devine, 1899-1900
J. Devine, 1899-1900
Joe DiCocco, 1971-1974
Tony DiLeo, 1976-1978
Donharl, 1930-1931
Buddy Donnelly, 1948-1952
Frank Doyle, 1971-1974
Jerry Dugan, 1967-1968
Fran Dunphy, 1967-1970
Ken Durrett, 1968-1971
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Paul Gallagher, 1961-1963
William Gallagher, 1946-1949
Jorge Garayta, 1970-1971
Tom Garberina, 1955-1958
Rick Genoni, 1958-1959
Jack George, 1949-1951
Gene Gillen, 1939-1940
John Gillespie, 1948-1951
Tom Gillespie, 1913-1916
Ralph Gilmore, 1979-1983
Joe Gilson, 1951-1953
Ed Givnish, 1955-1958
Darryl Gladden, 1976-1980
John Gola, 1954-1955
Tom Gola, 1951-1955
Manny Gomez, 1953-1954
James Graham, 1965-1966
Mort Gratz, 1930-1932
John Grauer, 1948-1949; 1952-1953
Charles Greenberg, 1953-1956
Chip Greenberg, 1982-1986
Joseph Greenberg, 1946-1948
Norm Grekin, 1949-1953
Gerald Griffin, 1955-1956
Frank Gutekunst, 1963-1964
ALL-TIME
ROSTER
Terrence Jackson, 1984-1986
Janus, 1930-1932
Bob Jones, 1972-1973
Gary Jones, 1982-1986
Newt Jones, 1948-1952
Charles Joseph, 1945-1946
H
Jim Haggarty, 1971-1973
Jack Haggerty, 1948-1951
Brent Hagwood, 1980-1982
John Hart, 1962-1964
Paul Harter, 1979-1982
Kevin Harvey, 1981-1982
Robert Harvey, 1975-1977
Haughey, 1931-1932
Bob Herdelin, 1958-1960
Joey Heyer, 1957-1960
Lois Hilf, 1941-1942
Frank Hoerst, 1935-1939
James Hoerst, 1941-1943
Gary Holmes, 1953-1954
Ed Holzer, 1967-1970
Jack George
K
Kurt Kanaskie, 1976-1980
John Kane, 1946-1948
Bill Katheder, 1951-1953; 1956-1958
Phil Kear, 1935-1936
Kelly, 1930-1931
Joe Kennedy, 1956-1957
Ken Kennedy, 1971-1972
Ron Kennedy, 1969-1971
Bela Kerecz, 1957-1958; 1959-1960
Dave Kerins, 1979-1983
Buddy Kline, 1956-1957
Ernie Klossin, 1958-1959
Larry Koretz, 1983-1986
Bob Kraemer, 1954-1955
Matt Kratchowill, 1934-1935
Ed Krupa, 1939-1940
Edward Kwasney, 1942-43; 1946-47
I Darryl Gladden
Fred lehle, 1949-1953
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ALL-TIME
ROSTER
Bill Lavery, 1956-1959
Jack Lawlor, 1967-1968
Eric Lee, 1984-1986
Tim Legler, 1984-1986
Al Lewis, 1954-1957
Ralph Lewis, 1981-1985
Fred Ley, 1949-1951
Joseph Leyden, 1941-1943
Phil Looby, 1939-1940
Kevin Lynam, 1977-1981
Lynch, 1931-1932
Joseph Lynch, 1962-1964
Bill Lynn, 1939-1940
M
William Magarity, 1964-1966
Mahoney, 1915-1916
Maio, 1930-1932
Paul Malseed, 1939-1940
Bob Maples, 1953-1956
Gerald Marano, 1963-1966
Curt Marshall, 1966-1967
Hubie Marshall, 1964-1967
Joe Markmann, 1966-1969
Gino Massimi, 1957-1959
Edward Masterson, 1941-1942
John Maull, 1970-1972
Jack Maynes, 1902-1903
Mike McAndrews, 1934-1935
Bob McAteer, 1959-1962
Kevin McBain, 1972-1974
Bob McCann, 1946-1949
Bud McCarthy, 1913-1915
Francis McCarthy, 1941-1943
Andy McCrudden, 1902-1903
J. McCrudden, 1899-1900
M. McCrudden, 1899-1900
Hugh McFadden, 1951-1952
Charles McGlone, 1940-1942
Bill McGonigal, 1955-1958
Jim McGrain, 1902-1903
McHugh, 1899-1900
John McKeaney, 1957-1960
Aaron McKenna, 1965-1966
Fran McMenamin, 1948-49; 1953-54
Bill McNichol, 1902-1903
Dan McNichol, 1913-1916
Clem Meehan, 1930-32; 1933-35
Joe Meehan, 1931-32; 1933-35
Melody, 1899-1900
Gregg Metzinger, 1974-76; 1977-78
Bill Michuda, 1968-1971
Joe Mihalich, 1974-1978
Reggie Miller, 1976-1980
Frank Moffatt, 1971-1974
Joe Mohr, 1939-1940
Jackie Moore, 1951-1953
Victor Moran, 1983-1986
Charley Mosicant, 1930-32; 1933-35
Moon Mullen, 1946-1947
Dennis Murphy, 1959-1962
Murray, 1915-1916
N
Steve Namiotka, 1980-1982
Newman, 1931-1932
Joseph Nohr, 1941-1942
Charlie Norfleet, 1979-1980
Frank O'Hara
John O'Donnell, 1949-1951
Ray O'Donnell, 1913-1914
Frank O'Hara, 1951-1954
Fran O'Malley, 1953-1956
John O'Neill, 1939-1940
Mike Osborne, 1967-1968
Ken Palczewski, 1984-1986
Eugene Park, 1960-1963
George Paull, 1964-1967
Jim Phelan, 1949-1951
Dallas Philson, 1981-84; 1985-86
Jeff Piccone, 1969-1971
Tom Piotrowski, 1980-1983
Tony Plakis, 1975-1979
Bill Pleas, 1969-1970
Bob Ptak, 1953-1954
Kevin Lynam
Bill Raftery, 1960-1963
Joe Rapczynsky, 1971-1974
Irvin Reichman, 1941-1943
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Bill Ring, 1965-1967
Paul Roach, 1983-1984
Len Robinson, 1985-1986
Jack Rowan, 1956-1957
Joe Ruff, 1902-1903
Len Ruff, 1914-1916
Joe Ruggiero, 1938-1940
Walter Sampson, 1961-1964
Fran Scott, 1966-1968
Edward Shepper, 1946-1947
John Shields, 1902-1903
Charles Singley, 1953-1956
Andrew Skvoretz, 1942-1943
Slapkowski, 1930-1932
Robert Smith, 1952-1953
William Snow, 1964-1965
Mark Spain, 1976-1980
Stanton, 1930-1931
ALL-TIME
ROSTER
Al Tezsla
Earl Steigerwalt, 1942-43; 1946-48
Steinberg, 1930-1931
Chuck Storm, 1964-1967
William Stuart, 1946-1948
Paul Sunderman, 1946-1948
Sussman, 1930-1931
George Sutor, 1962-1965
Joe Swoyer, 1939-40; 1941-42
Ed Szczesny, 1967-1969
George Sutor
Rich Tarr, 1984-1986
Andy Taylor, 1957-1959
Bill Taylor, 1972-1975
Roland Taylor, 1967-1969
Alexander Tezsla, 1962-1965
George Thompson, 1942-43; 1946-47
Peter Tiano, 1981-1985
Charles Tomkins, 1946-1949
W
Bob Walsh, 1968-1971
Bob Walters, Sr., 1943-1947
Bob Walters, Jr., 1968-1970
Jim Warrington, 1951-1953
Greg Webster, 1977-1981
Tim Welsh, 1958-1961
Edward Westerson, 1942-1943
Ace Whitaker, 1946-1947
Donn Wilber, 1973-1977
Steve Wiley, 1972-1973
Bernie Williams, 1966-1969
Stanley Williams, 1977-1981
Windt, 1914-1916
Charlie Wise, 1972-1976
Bill Wisniewski, 1941-1942
Stan Witalec, 1967-1970
Stan Wlodarczyk, 1966-1969
Jim Wolkiewicz, 1974-1978
Don Word, 1979-1981
Ed Wynne, 1934-1935
John Yodsnukis, 1953-1954
dfc
\ 1fey
Donn Wilber
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REGULAR SEASON
TOURNAMENTS
Since the 1952-53 Holiday Festival, La Salle has played in 31
different tournaments during the regular season. Explorer
teams played in 8 Quaker City Tournaments at The Palestra
and The Spectrum between 1962 and 1972, and 8 Holiday
Festivals in Madison Square Garden, beginning in 1952, last
appearing in 1973.
The AMI Classic (Miami, FL, November 28-29) and the
Hawaiian Tropic Classic (Daytona Beach, FL, December 19-
20) will be the 32nd and 33rd regular-season tournaments for
La Salle Basketball. The Explorers have played in three tour-
naments in Florida in the past, Miami's Orange Bowl Classic
in 1957 (5th place); the 1974 Big Sun Tournament in St.
Petersburg (3rd place); and the Miller High Life Classic at
Tampa during the 1984-85 season (3rd place). La Salle will
also play in the second Jostens Philadelphia Classic at The
Palestra on December 26-27.
La Salle has won 6 tournament championships, the last in
1974, winning both the Dayton Invitational and Sugar Bowl
Classic.
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Richmond Invitational (1957-58)
La Salle 72 - Virginia 64
La Salle 59 - Richmond 55 ot
MVP - Bill Katheder
Quaker City Tournament (Palestra, 1963-64)
La Salle 91 - Northwestern 69
La Salle 80 - Georgetown 69
La Salle 83 - St. Bonaventure 80
MVP - Frank Corace
Quaker City Tournament (Spectrum, 1969-70)
La Salle 76 - Georgia 66
La Salle 68 - Cornell 56
La Salle 89 - Columbia 74
MVP - Fran Dunphy
Charlotte Invitational (1970-71)
La Salle 50 - Georgia 42
La Salle 75 - Boston College 63
MVP - Ken Ourrett
Dayton Invitational (1974-75)
La Salle 67 - Clemson 63
La Salle 73 - Texas Tech 64
MVP - Bill Taylor
Sugar Bowl Classic (New Orleans, LA, 1974-75)
La Salle 69 - Furman 64
La Salle 77 - Alabama 73
MVP - Joe Bryant
OTHER TOURNAMENTS
Holiday Festival (Madison Square Garden)
(1953, 54, 55, 56, 62, 65, 68, 74)
Quaker City Tournament (Palestra, Spectrum)
(1963, 64, 66, 67, 69, 70, 72, 73)
Jostens Philadelphia Classic (Palestra) (1986)
Kentucky Invitational (Lexington, KY)
(1954, 55)
Orange Bowl Classic (Miami, FL) (1957)
Volunteer Classic (Knoxville, TN) (1970, 77)
Cabrillo Classic (San Diego, CA) (1977, 81)
Cougar Classic (Provo, UT) (1980, 82)
Vanderbilt Invitational (Nashville, TN)
(1967)
Boston Garden Invitational (1968)
Cornhusker Classic (Lincoln, NE) (1972)
Cable Car Classic (Oakland, CA) (1973)
Big Sun Tournament (St. Petersburg, FL)
(1974)
Jay Hawk Classic (Lawrence, KS) (1976)
Las Vegas Tournament (1976)
First Union Invitational (Charlotte, NC)
(1978)
Louisville Classic (1978)
Montana Classic (Billings, MT) (1979)
Lobo Invitational (Albuquerque, NM)
(1980)
Golden Gate Classic (San Francisco, CA)
(1982)
Connecticut Mutual Classic (Hartford, CT)
(1982)
Marshall Memorial Tournament (Huntington, WV)
(1983)
Milwaukee Classic (1983)
Maryland Invitational (College Park, MD) (1984)
Apple Invitational (Stanford, CA) (1985)
Miller High Life Classic (Tampa, FL) (1985)
Carrier Classic (Syracuse, NY) (1986)
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HOME COURTS
The Palestra, University of Pennsylvania • Capacity: 9208
Hayman Hall, La Salle University • Capacity: 1000
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ON THE
SIDELINES
Cheerleaders
The Explorer
(FRONT): Lisa Mackes, Jennifer Delio, Jill Dice, Miriam
Dvorak, Debbie Chiaravalotti, Kathy Bertino,
Karen Rio (Captain), Lisa Giacometti.
(BACK): Kevin Williams, Fred Romano, Frank Faber, Ed
Borbin, Dave Santerian, Michael Costello
(Captain).
COACHES: Terri Andris, Peter Torres
Dance Team
Tanya Perfecky, Janet Fricker, Janice Polinsky, Maria
Esposito (Captain), Stephanie Wankel, Judy Rosboschil,
Cindy Bradford, Lisaeve Smulktis.
COACH: Terri Andres
Lisa Donnelly
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TELEVISION AND RADIO
TELEVISION
PRISM CABLE
Tue., Dec. 2
Tue., Dec. 9
Fit, Dec. 26
Sat., Dec. 27
Mon., Feb. 16
Temple The Palestra
Villanova Villanova, PA
St. Joseph's The Palestra
Jostens Championship Game
Pennsylvania The Palestra
Jim Barniak
WTGI-TV, Channel 61
Fri., Nov. 28
Sat., Nov. 29
Fri., Dec. 19
Sat., Jan. 3
Sat., Jan. 17
Sat., Jan. 31
Wed., Feb. 4
Penn State
Miami/
Central Florida
Georgia
North Carolina
Fairfield
De Paul
Notre Dame
Ed Stefanski
Miami, FL
Miami, FL
Daytona Beach, FL
The Palestra
Fairfield, CT
The Palestra
Notre Dame, IN
Bob Vetrone Dan Baker
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN CABLE
Sun., Mar. 1
Mon., Mar. 2
MAAC
Tournament
Semifinals
MAAC
Tournament
Championship
The Meadowlands
The Meadowlands
RADIO
WSSJ-1310 AM
Sat., Dec. 6 Army The Palestra
Tue., Jan. 6 lona The Palestra
Sat., Jan. 10 Manhattan Hayman Hall
Tue., Jan. 20 St. Peter's The Palestra
Fri., Jan. 23 Fordham The Palestra
Tue., Feb. 10 Holy Cross Hayman Hall
Fri., Feb 13 Fairfield The Palestra
Mon., Feb. 16 Pennsylvania The Palestra
Pat Delsi
WCAU-1210 AM
Tue., Dec. 2 Temple
Tue., Dec. 9
Fri., Dec. 26
Sat., Dec. 27
Sat., Jan. 3
Sat., Jan. 31
Villanova
St. Joseph's
Bradley/
Northeastern
North Carolina
De Paul
John McAdams
The Palestra
Villanova, PA
The Palestra
The Palestra
The Palestra
The Palestra
< 1
40*' f*~ 1
li
Steve Fredericks Bill Campbell
1986-1987 SCHEDULE
Hayman HallWednesday November 12 Irish National Team (exhibition)
AMI CLASSIC — James L. Knight Center, Miami, FL
Friday November 28 Penn State
Saturday November 29 Miami/Central Florida
Tuesday December 2 Temple
Saturday December 6 Army
Tuesday December 9 Villanova
Saturday December 13 Maine
HAWAIIAN TROPIC CLASSIC — Ocean Center, Daytona Beach, FL
Friday December 19 Georgia
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
Palestra 7:00 PM
Palestra 6:30 PM
Villanova, PA 7:00 PM
Bangor, ME 2:00 PM
9:00 PM
Saturday December 20 Stetson/Eastern Kentucky
JOSTENS PHILADELPHIA CLASSIC — The Palestra, Philadelphia, PA
Friday December 26 St. Joseph's 8:45 PM
Saturday December 27 Bradley/Northeastern •
Saturday January 3 North Carolina Palestra 8:00 PM
Tuesday January 6 lona Palestra 7:30 PM
Thursday January 8 Fordham Bronx, NY 7:30 PM
Saturday January 10 Manhattan Hayman Hall 3:00 PM
Tuesday January 13 Holy Cross Worcester, MA 7:30 PM
Saturday January 17 Fairfield Fairfield, CT 7:30 PM
Tuesday January 20 St. Peter's Palestra 8:30 PM
Friday January 23 Fordham Palestra 8:00 PM
Wednesday January 28 lona New Rochelle, NY 8:00 PM
Saturday January 31 De Paul Palestra 8:00 PM
Wednesday February 4 Notre Dame Notre Dame, IN 7:30 PM
Saturday February 7 Manhattan Riverdale, NY 3:00 PM
Tuesday February 10 Holy Cross Hayman Hall 7:30 PM
Friday February 13 Fairfield Palestra 6:30 PM
Monday February 16 Pennsylvania Palestra 7:00 PM
Saturday February 21 St. Peter's Jersey City, NJ 7:30 PM
Tuesday February 24 Army West Point, NY 7:30 PM
METRO ATLANTIC ATHLETIC CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP TOURNAMENT
(Meadowlands Arena, E. Rutherford, NJ)
Saturday February 28 Quarterfinals 1:00 PM—3:00 PM/7:00 PM—9:00 PM
Sunday March 1 Semifinals 6:00 PM—8:00 PM
Monday March 2 Championship 9:00 PM
(All times, Eastern Standard)
